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Abstract of a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the 

requirements for the Degree of Master of Resource Studies 

Abstract 

Evaluating the Role of Public Opinion 

in the New Zealand  

Biosecurity Act 1993 

 

by 

Kanako Itagaki 

 

It has been commonly believed that public opinion influences public policies in democratic 

countries. However, there has been a theoretical debate whether public opinion plays a 

major or minor role in the policy making process. Moreover, little research has been done on 

how public opinion plays a role in the policy making process, especially on environmental 

legislative processes. This study investigates the mechanism of the involvement of public 

opinion in the legislative process in New Zealand, focusing on a single case study, the 

Biosecurity Act 1993 (BSA). Because the BSA is  regarded as the world’s most comprehensive 

legislation dealing with pest issues, it was assumed that if the role of public opinion was 

identified, it would contribute to the development of public involvement in biosecurity 

policy making in other democratic countries. The role of public opinion in the legislative 

process of the BSA was evaluated by considering political and social contexts. Because there 

are few methods developed in order to evaluate the role of public opinion in a particular 

policy or legislation, qualitative and dual-disciplinary (political science and sociology) 

approaches were taken. A conceptual framework was made combining the conpepts of the 

Policy Topography Model (PTM), the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) and the 

Amplification Model (AM). Secondary data (books, journal artucles, newspapers, websites 

and government documents) and primary data (public submissions) were collected and 

examined as data. 

The research findings showed that there was little public opinion involved in the legislative 

process of the BSA. The reason for the low involvement was considered to be because of the 
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issue complexity, its low legislative priority within government, “undemocratic” political 

situation, and the lack of social movements and public perception towards the bill. Now, 20 

years has passed since the BSA was enacted. The BSA is now widely recognised by the public 

as an environmental legislation which manages the pests in New Zealand, although it was 

recognised as agricultural legislation when it was enacted. This was discussed with the 

development of democratic  condition and social awareness in New Zealand. Ultimately, this 

research will provide insights into how public opinion can be best involved in the 

environmental legislative process by developing the conceptual framework.  

 

Keywords: Public opinion, political science, sociology, the Biosecurity Act 1993, legislative 

process 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The more democracy has taken root, the more public opinion has been taken into account in 

the policy process in democratic countries. A number of social scientists have agreed that 

public opinion influences public policy. However, the evaluation of the impacts of 

incorporating public opinion into policy making has been quite controversial. Whilst some 

studies have proven that public opinion has a significant impact on the policy making process 

(Page & Shapiro, 1983; Shum, 2009), some have argued that the impact of public opinion is 

overestimated (Burstein, 2006; Manza & Cook, 2002). The debate has occurred because of 

the different tools used to examine the impact of public opinion. Most commonly, research 

has taken quantitative analytic methods to examine a lot of policy cases, and little research 

has analysed a single case study precisely by qualitative methods. There is a lack of research 

on the role of public opinion in the policy making process, especially the legislative process. 

New Zealand is a parliamentary democracy, and there are various opportunities for the 

public to take part in the policy making process. In particular, the public is able to be 

involved in the legislative process by proposing bills to Members of Parliament (MPs) and by 

making submissions during policy-making processes, so that public opinion can change the 

law (Shaw & Eichbaum, 2008).  

There also has been considerable debate about the merits of public participation in 

environmental policy. Bardwell (1991) argues that environmental issues are too complicated, 

uncertain and ‘extremely’ political for the public and it can demotivate the public to 

participate in the policy making process. On the other hand, Jänicke (1997) states that 

central government plays a minor role in democratic countries’ environmental policy making 

processes. Moreover, Bührs and Bartlett (1993) state that the public’s recognition and 

interests of the environmental problems actually positively influenced  some conservation 

policies in New Zealand.                                    

New Zealand has taken leadership in public involvement in the development of 

environmental policy (Bührs & Bartlett, 1993). Conservation movements have been an 
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important factor enhancing environmental policy in New Zealand (Bührs & Bartlett, 1993).  

One major reason for New Zealanders’ focus on environmental issues is introduced species, 

which have caused serious biodiversity loss (Parkes, 2006).  

The aim of this research is to evaluate the role of public opinion in the environmental policy 

making process, focusing on the legislative process of the Biosecurity Act 1993 (BSA) in New 

Zealand as a case study. According to Meyerson & Reaser (2002), the BSA has been regarded 

as “the most comprehensive biosecurity approach”, motivated by serious problems of 

invasive alien species, such as biodiversity loss and damage to agricultural industries 

(Goldson, Frampton, & Ridley, 2010). However, the role of public opinion in the 

development of BSA legislation remains unclear.  

This research will add case study evidence to the debate about the role of public opinion by 

investigating a specific case study. In order to achieve the goal, this thesis will consist of 

seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background and outline of this research. Chapter 2 

explains the current theories which relate to public opinion research and also illustrates the 

conceptual framework used for the evaluation of public opinion in this research. Chapter 3 

describes the basic legislative process in New Zealand in order to clarify how public opinion 

can be involved in the legislative process. Chapter 4 explains the methodology of this 

research; Chapter 5 provides the results of the data collection; Chapter 6 discusses the 

findings with the conceptual framework identified in Chapter 2; and Chapter 7 concludes the 

link between theories and findings, and provides future perspectives in the research of 

public opinion.  

1.2 Current research problems and contributions of this research 

As mentioned above, research into the role of public opinion has been broadly studied but 

few researchers examine a single case. This is the main problem in this study area. Manza & 

Cook (2002) argue that the quantitative approach often illustrates “one-way” flow of 

influence from public opinion to policy, even though political elites and interest groups can 

influence the policy preferences of citizens. There is a lack of research about what kind of 

factors can expand or reduce the impact of public opinion. Burstein (2010) claims that if we 

want to understand the determinants of public policy, we need to develop standardised 

ways to measure public policy, public opinion, and the relationship between them.   
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In particular, the role of public opinion in environmental policy has also been an issue. 

Hourdequin, Landres, Hanson & Craig (2012) examined public participation in environmental 

impact assessment policy in the United States and found that even though public 

participation is encouraged in theory, there is no simple procedure for effective public 

participation that can be applied all cases. They argue that environmental decisions contain 

complex ecological, socio-economic and political dimensions, so that there is no simple 

formula to identify appropriate participation process. Considering the complexity in the 

environmental issues, the role of public opinion cannot be generalised in environmental 

policy.  

Thus, this study will contribute to the theoretical understanding of the link between public 

opinion and policy, and provide an empirical case study to help develop a theory of the role 

of public opinion in environmental policies. By establishing a new insight in a conceptual 

framework, this study will help future researchers to understand the mechanism more 

deeply.  

1.3 Case study: The Biosecurity Act 1993 

This research deals with the BSA as case study. According to Goldson (2010), the term 

‘biosecurity’ was first used in New Zealand when the BSA was established. Biosecurity New 

Zealand (BNZ) (n.d.) describes biosecurity as “the exclusion, eradication or effective 

management of risks posed by pests and diseases to the economy, environment and human 

health“. Goldson (2011, p. 42, ) claims that “there are few… countries that require excellent 

biosecurity more than New Zealand”. The BSA has been widely recognised in the world as a 

comprehensive environmental legislation which focuses on the protection of native 

biodiversity from the invasion of alien species (Jay, Morad, & Bell, 2003; Meyerson & Reaser, 

2002). The invasive alien species problem has caught the world’s attention, since the 

Conference of Parties (COP) recognised the urgency of addressing the threat of invasive alien 

species at the fourth meeting of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1998 (CBD, 

n.d.). Article 8(h) of the CBD states that “Each contracting Party shall, as far as possible and 

as appropriate, prevent the introduction of, control or eradicate those alien species which 

threaten ecosystems, habitats or species”. The New Zealand government integrated the 

existing pest management policy and added provisions to protect native flora and fauna, and 

called it ‘biosecurity’. The BSA was the world’s first legislation dealing with ‘biosecurity’ so a 
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number of countries paid attention. This study may contribute to the understanding of 

public opinion involvement in the biosecurity policy making in other democratic countries.  

1.4 Research questions, objectives and criteria 

There are two major research questions in this study: 

1. How can the role of public opinion be evaluated? 

2. Did public opinion play any significant role in the legislative process of the BSA? 

This research set four main objectives in order to address these questions: 

Objective 1: Evaluate the current state of theory on public participation in law making 
process  

a) Undertake a systematic search for literature on the topic of public participation 

in the environmental policy and law making processes 

b) Review the literature to identify the current state of theoretical debate 

Objective 2: Identify and/or develop an evaluative framework to apply to a legislative 
process in New Zealand 

a) Identify useful conceptual frameworks for the evaluation of the impact of public 

opinion 

b) Develop the conceptual framework for the evaluation of public opinion in this 

case study  

Objective 3: Thoroughly examine and accurately relay the history of the Biosecurity Act 
1993 

a) Characterise the historical context of the BSA  (including the bill making process 

of the BSA) 

b) Identify the social context in the history of the BSA 

c) Identify the key actors in the legislative process of the BSA  

d) Characterise public opinion 

 

 

Objective 4: Evaluate the role of public opinion in the Biosecurity Act 1993  

a) Evaluate the involvement of public opinion 
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b) Apply and develop the conceptual framework 

c) Compare and contrast with the current BSA  

d) Raise future research questions 

 

In order to address the main research questions and to achieve the objectives, this research 

has criteria questions in each chapter (except this chapter). 

Chapter 2: 

1. What is the current theory of public participation in the policy making process? What 
are ‘public participation’ and ‘public opinion’? 

2. Why and how does public opinion get expressed? 

3.  What is the current debate about the impact of public opinion in political science 
and sociology? 

4. How can the role and the impact of public opinion be measured? 

Chapter 3: 

5. What is the legislative process in New Zealand? 

6.  How does public opinion play a role in the legislative process? 

Chapter 4: 
7. What sorts of approach are taken to evaluate the role of public opinion in this 

research? 

8. How can the data of public opinion in the BSA be collected? 

9. How can the data be analysed? 

Chapter 5: 
10. What were the social perceptions about the pest problem before the BS Bill was 

introduced? 

11.  What happened in the legislative process of the BSA? 

12. What sort of people made submissions? 

13. On what sort of issues were most submissions made? 

14. What was the response of the law makers? 

Chapter 6: 
15. Did public opinion play any role in the BSA? 
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16. How has the involvement of public opinion changed over time? 

Chapter 7: 
17. How can the theory of public opinion be developed? 

18.  What needs to be done to improve public involvement in biosecurity policy in the 
future? 

 

1.5 Chapter summery and research limitations 

As mentioned in this chapter, this research will contribute to current public opinion research 

by evaluating the role of public opinion in biosecurity policy making process. Originally there 

were two reasons why the author chose this topic. First, the author of this thesis has been 

interested in New Zealand biosecurity policy especially in the BSA for its comprehensiveness 

and wanted to explore the reason how this Act came into force. Second, the author wanted 

to focus on the relationship between public opinion and decision making process in the 

environmental policy making process, as New Zealand is parliamentary democracy and has 

taken leadership in public involvement in the development of environmental policy. 

However, while many social scientists have stated that public opinion plays an important 

role in democratic countries, there has been a lack of research on how public opinion can 

play a role in a single case, especially in environmental-related policies such as biosecurity 

policy. Therefore, the author decided to focus on clarifying the role of public opinion in the 

legislative process of BSA taking a qualitative approach.  

As this research focus on the BSA, which is 20 years ago legislation, limited data are available. 

This research does not take any surveys or interviews, and this research is based on 

document analysis. Thus, this research can bring limited outcome.  
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Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature on Public Opinion 

“…most studies show opinion affecting policy regardless of how 
opinion, policy, and the relationship between them is measured.” 
(Burstein, 2010, p. 72) 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains a review of the evolution of theories related to the role of public 

opinion in policy-making, the current debates about the impact of public opinion, and the 

conceptual framework that has developed to evaluate the role of public opinion. 

First, the theory of the role of public opinion in the policy and law making process is 

explained from the perspectives of political science and sociology. In terms of political 

science, the evolution of democratic theory is explained in order to clarify how the 

recognition of public opinion has changed through history. In terms of sociology, the theory 

of social movements is examined, because it incorporates analysis of the degree of the 

influence of public opinion. Second, the current debate about whether or not public opinion 

has an impact is discussed, especially focusing on the environmental policy arena. Third, a 

research problem on this topic is raised in order to clarify what is missing in the study of the 

role of public opinion. Finally the conceptual framework to evaluate the role of public 

opinion is examined and developed. 

2.2 Current theory of public opinion in public policy 

The study of the relationship between public opinion and the policy and law making process 

has received attention from a number of social scientists (Burstein, 1998, 2003; Moriike, 

1975). Burstein (2003) found from his literature review that many social scientists agree that 

public opinion has an impact on the policy process.  

Theoretical perspectives on the role of public opinion differ between political science and 

sociology. Burstein (1998) argues that sociologists have neglected theories of democratic 

responsiveness and the impact of public opinion on policy. However, sociological study of 

the impact of public opinion has increased in recent years (Perrin & McFarland, 2011; Turner, 
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2007). In order to clarify the key ideas of the role of public opinion in political science and 

sociology, each theory is discussed in this section. 

2.2.1 Political Science 

In the field of political science, knowledge of public opinion is regarded as having great value 

for policy and/or law makers in understanding the preference of the public and in identifying 

what kind of policy agendas the public are familiar (Burstein, 2003, 2010). Berelson (1952) 

states that public opinion research enables democratic theorists to evaluate, develop and 

achieve democracy. Democratic theory is one of the most important theories in the field of 

political science with which to examine the role of public opinion (Berelson, 1952), and it has 

evolved substantially over time. The development of democratic theory is explained in order 

to examine how the form of public involvement has changed.  

Classical Democratic Theory  

The term “democracy” is often regarded as citizen-centred government nowadays, but 

classical democratic theory, called “minimal democracy” (Fung, 2007), typically  considers 

the role of public opinion to be relatively small. According to Schumpeter (1943), voting is 

the only open political opportunity for the public to participate. Following his point of view, 

other classical democratic theorists (Berelson, 1952) claim that public participation in the 

policy process needs to be limited in order to reduce the “shock of disagreement, 

adjustment and change” (Pateman, 1976). Classical democratic theorists agree that public 

opinion is required for making or changing policy, but ultimately view public opinion as 

something to be manipulated by elites to make opinions stable (Pateman, 1976). Pateman 

(1976) argues that democratic theory should evolve further by considering the role of the 

public. He emphasises the importance of Participatory Democracy.  

Theory of Participatory Democracy 

Pateman (1976) studied actual worker-managed organisations to develop the ideal 

democratic theory (Fung, 2007). Pateman states that “the theory of participatory democracy 

is built around the central assertion that individuals and their institutions cannot be 

considered in isolation from one another” (p.42). Fung (2007) explains that in the concept of 

participatory democracy, citizens engage directly with each other to make or modify laws 

and policies to solve problems that they are facing. Fung states that direct participation is 

important for at least three reasons. First, laws and policies become democratically valuable 
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when actively taking account of public opinion. Second, the solution becomes valuable 

because it is made by the participants: not only the political actors, but also citizens, who 

may understand an issue the most. Third, the transformation of public opinion in the policy 

making process provides encouragement to build an ideal self-governing community through 

the creation of common goals and consensus (Fung, 2007).  

According to Leighninger (2005), democracy has evolved dramatically in the last few decades, 

becoming more interactive and citizen centred. Leighninger finds that efforts to promote 

participatory democracy have increased since 1990 in the United States (Leighninger, 2005). 

The form of democracy changed from a local to a national level in the US during this period 

(Dahl, 1999). In the mid-1990s, increased public dialogue about the issues of race and 

violence in Los Angeles and other cities led local leaders to consider public opinion more 

carefully (Leighninger, 2005). Leighninger states that a wave of local public engagement 

efforts became more likely to move the nation as well, through citizen forums, workshops, 

and small group discussions. Fung (2007) states that most participatory democrats consider 

democracy as “a community in which citizens resolve disputes and common dilemmas.” 

Theory of Deliberative Democracy 

Deliberative democracy is one of the most recent waves of contemporary democratic theory 

which concentrates on “inclusive political judgements” (Thompson, 2008; Urbinati & Warren, 

2008). The concept of deliberative democratic theory rejects the conception of classical 

democracy, which is strongly based only on power or interest (Thompson, 2008). Unlike 

classical democratic theory, deliberative democrats focus not only on the aggregation of 

preferences that occur in voting, but also on authentic deliberation, because it is considered 

to be a useful source for the law making process (Fung, 2007). Similar to the concept of 

participatory democracy, deliberative democracy aims at community-based decision making. 

Unlike participatory democracy, deliberative democracy emphasises the importance of 

public debate (deliberation), while participatory democracy only focuses on public 

participation. In order to encourage public participation, deliberative democracy carefully 

involves opposite views and opinions. In other words, conflicts are important in deliberative 

democracy because without them the public cannot develop their opinions with respect to 

opposite views (Thompson, 2008). Huckfeldt (2007) supports the importance of opinion 

diversity by providing evidence that political process is driven by conflict and disagreement, 

not only at the level of the political and institutional elite, but also amongst citizens and non-
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institutional actors. Therefore, public opinion through debates is considered to be an 

important factor in the policy process in deliberative democratic theory.  

Arnstein’s Ladder Model 

Public participation can be categorised into eight levels, referring to Arnstein’s (1969) ladder 

model (Figure 2.1). This model may also be applicable to identifying the level of the 

involvement of public opinion, because participation includes the opportunity for the public 

to release their opinions. The ladder model may clarify how and to what extent the public 

may have the chance to have a say in different democratic conditions. Arnstein states that 

the ladder model is an indicator of how citizens potentially have power to change policies. It 

helps to analyse the patterns and degree of how the public can be involved in the policy 

process. 

The first phase, “Manipulation”, and second phase, “Therapy”, are similar to classical 

democratic theory; there is little chance for the public can participate. The power holders do 

not require any opinion from the public and try to “educate” the public instead. In the third 

and fourth phases, “Informing” and “Consultation”, the public may have the chance to hear 

and have a say about a policy issue when power holders proffer to inform or consult with the 

public. The fifth phase, “Placation” is at a higher level than “Informing” and “Consultation”, 

because the ground rules allow the public to “advise” the power holders, but still the power 

holders have a right to the final decision. Arnstein calls these three phases (level three to 

five) a “Degree of Tokenism”. These phases may apply to the theory of participatory 

democracy. Then, as you can expect, from the sixth phase of this ladder, the level of public 

participation becomes the level of deliberative democratic theory. The sixth phase, 

“Partnership”, enables the public to negotiate with power holders. In the seventh phase, 

“Delegated Power” and the eighth phase, “Citizen Control”, the public are able to participate 

directly in the decision making process.  

Arnstein’s Ladder model has been widely applied in contemporary policy studies. For 

instance, Collins and Ison (2009) examined the level of public participation in climate change 

contexts. They found that there was no access for the public and groups to understanding 

the climate issue and its resolution. They suggest the importance of developing social 

leaning process in terms of environmental contexts. 
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Figure 2.1 Arnstein's Ladder Model (Modified from Arnstein, 1969)  

2.2.2 Sociology 

In the field of sociological study, the role of public opinion is regarded as one part of the 

social factors that construct society (Perrin & McFarland, 2011). Sociological analysis of the 

role of public opinion in the policy process contributes to the study of the development of 

democracy (Martinelli, 2008; Niemi, 2011). This part describes the sociological theory of the 

role of public opinion.  

Sociological awareness of democracy:  Marxism 

Karl Marx is sometimes regarded as a critic of democracy among social scientists because he 

was an advocate of socialism and argued about liberalism, but Niemi (2011) believes that 

Marx’s overall thoughts have an important democratic thrust. Niemi states that Marx moved 

from liberalism to socialism because he thought that democracy should consider the public’s 

life more, including the economic sphere, not just the political sphere. Marx argued that 

political democracy is necessary but insufficient for freedom (Niemi, 2011). Niemi states that 

Marx’s conception emphasises a sociological structure that provides people with 

opportunity to develop their role. Marx concluded that democratic theory is not enough to 

consider the social aspects and actors. Therefore, it is important to consider social structure 

when developing democracy. 

Classical 
democracy 

Participatory 
democracy 

Deliberative 
democracy 
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Sociology in political practice 

Martinelli (2008) discusses the relationship between sociology and political science. He 

states that sociology identifies the action of the public, such as public discourse, while 

political science identifies the attempts of policy makers. He suggests that sociologists 

should play a role as mediator between the public and the expert, making experts’ advice 

more accessible to the public in order to develop democracy. Turner (2007) also states that 

sociology should be acceptable to democracy by being politically neutral.  

Theory of public sociology 

Burawoy (2005) suggests the concept of public sociology in order to make sociology a 

practical study. He criticises twentieth-century sociology because it tends to be shut in 

academia, focusing on professionalism rather than the principle of society itself. Then, he 

suggests that sociology should shift from academia to the public, which is called ‘public 

sociology’. (Table 2.1).  

 Sociology for whom? 

 

 

Sociology for 

what? 

 

 Academic audience Extra-academic 

audience 

Instrumental 

knowledge 

Professional 

Sociology 

Policy sociology 

Reflexive 

knowledge 

Critical Sociology Public sociology 

Table 2.1 Four types of sociology (Modified from Burawoy (2005, p.11) 

According to Burawoy (2005), public sociology focuses on the present condition of the public 

rather than the status quo of academic ideology, and  tries to communicate with the public 

through dialogue. The problem of previous sociological theories was their disregard of the 

reality of the public. Burawoy argues that taking account of social movements is important 

for the achievement of public sociology. Calhoun (2005) considers that the public sociology 

agenda is an effort to rebuild Marxist sociology. As mentioned above, Marx argues that 

democracy should take account of the public as well as political development. In order to 

involve the public effectively in democracy, sociology needs to move on to public sociology. 

This ideological shift has increased attention towards social movements and public opinion 
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(Calhoun, 2005). The theory and practice of social movements is explained in the next 

section. 

The theory of social movements 

A number of sociologists (Johnson, 2008; McCann, 2006; McCright & Dunlap, 2008) claim the 

importance of social movements in the policy and legislative process, because social 

movements consist of communication amongst the public to produce stronger public 

opinion.   

Tilly (1984) defines social movements as a series of contentious performances by which a 

group of people make collective claims on others. Tilly considers that social movements are 

a major opportunity for the public to participate in politics. Burstein (1998) also explains that 

social movements enhance the level of public involvement in the policy process. McCright 

and Dunlap (2008) argue that a lack of social movement scholarship weakens our 

understanding of social movement phenomena. The ideology of social movement is still 

developing and is important to understand in order to demonstrate the significance of public 

opinion for social movements.  

Social movements and public opinion 

McCright and Dunlap (2008) find that public opinion data helps in understanding the 

structure of individuals’ beliefs about a single movement. Stern (2000) states that general 

public support can be one of the most significant resources for environmental movements. 

McCright and Dunlap (2008) examined the role of public opinion for social movements by 

looking at opinion polls of environmental movements in the United States. They found that 

environmental movements have considerable support within the general public because 

84.8% of citizens (respondents) agreed with their goal, and 75.3% perceived impact from the 

movements. Therefore, in practice as well as theory, there is a significant relationship 

between public opinion and social movements.  

Social movements and deliberative democratic theory 

Medearis (2005) studied the relationship between social movements and deliberative 

democracy. He argues that social movements coerce public opinion, which is contrary to the 

concept of deliberative democracy. Deliberative democracy should consider public opinion 

as a non-political opinion, but if public opinion is modified by social movements, it is no 

longer the ‘pure public opinion’. Medearis (2005) concludes that while some deliberative 
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democrats recognise that the role of social movements is to bring potential issues to the 

attention of the government, critics argue that social activists, especially those who 

participate in a movement based on an identity issue, often reject deliberative democratic 

theory, stating that non-deliberative practices are crucial to democracy (Medearis, 2005, 

p.53). Since deliberative democrats aim at both involving public opinion and preventing 

coercion in public discourse, Medearis considers that social movements and deliberative 

democratic theory are inconsistent.  

On the other hand, Medearis also states that media framing can control the activists’ 

coercion because it chooses what information to broadcast, so some of the activities may 

not be recognised by citizens. Nevertheless, activists can involve citizens by producing their 

own publications and having press conferences. Medearis claims that although the 

deliberative paradigm of social movements is incomplete, it needs to be developed to 

establish additional democratic standards.  

Social movements and legislative process  

McCann (2006) argues that little attention has been paid to the study of the relationship 

between social movements and the law making process, though he notes that interest in this 

topic has increased recently, theorising that social movements and the law making process 

may provide catalysts to the continued development of socio-legal theory. McCann develops 

an approach by reviewing current insights about law and social movements. 

Firstly, McCann defines the concept of law and social movements. He defines law as a 

transformation of traditional knowledge into communicative practice. It focuses on not only 

how people behave, but also on how people construct meaning. Therefore, in the process of 

constructing the meaning of reality, McCann considers that social movements may play an 

important role because they raise public awareness through a wide range of tactics.  

McCann (2006) and Johnson (2008) state that the most significant influences of social 

movements on the legislative process are in the primary stage of the agenda setting process. 

According to McCann (2006), the process of agenda setting consists of two cognitive aspects. 

The first is “to name and to challenge existing social wrongs or injustices” (McCann, 2006, p. 

25). The activists of social movements play a role in illustrating issues and providing 

information to diversely situated citizens. The second aspect is “reconstructing the overall 

opportunity structure within which movements develop” (p.26). McCann states that there is 

some evidence that the activity of legal mobilisation often succeeds in movement building 
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because the media tend to be responsive to these kinds of activities and campaigns. These 

two aspects of legal activism are important in building an interrelationship between social 

movement activists and legislators.  

2.3 Debate about the impact of public opinion 

As discussed, numerous social scientists from different disciplines have studied the role and 

impact of public opinion. This has produced a lot of controversies. While some analysts have 

found a strong impact of public opinion on public policy, some state that the impact is 

relatively small.  

Paul Burstein is one of the researchers1 who have studied the debate about the impact of 

public opinion on the policy process. Burstein has examined a number of studies about 

public opinion to find out whether it has a significant role or not. Burstein (2003, 2010) 

states that most social scientists agree that public opinion has an impact on public policy in 

democratic countries. However, Burstein (2010) argues that there are a number of 

disagreements about how strong the influence is. He states that the view that “public 

opinion has a significant impact” was predominant in the past few decades. However, recent 

studies find that key studies overestimated the impact of public opinion because the 

samples were biased. Burstein (2010) states that the conclusion depends on how the 

researchers measure public opinion and policy.    

Manza and Cook (2002) also examine the debate, considering that the conflict occurs 

because of a number of changes in social and political situations over the past few decades. 

They consider that conflicts also occur due to the different kinds of methods and theories 

applied.  

Thus, I am going to examine the nature of debate, reviewing the past and current research 

about the impact of public opinion. In particular, studies about the role of public opinion in 

environmental policy are carefully examined because it has been a controversial topic (Welp, 

Kasemir, & Jaeger, 2009).  

Two stances are discussed: (1) public opinion has MAJOR effects; and (2) public opinion has 

MINOR effects. I regard the term ’public opinion’ to be covered by the term ‘public 

participation’, because Harding (1998) explains that public participation is “the involvement 

of community in the decision making process”, and defines the ‘community’ as “people 

                                                           
1
 Burstein is a sociologist, but has reviewed a number of political science studies. He argues that sociologists 

should not ignore democratic theory when examining the role of public opinion.  
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affected by a decision” (p.108). The public are most likely to be affected by decisions, so I 

consider public participation as the involvement of public opinion.  

2.3.1 Public opinion has major effects 

According to Manza and Cook (2002), there are three types of evidence to support the 

statement that public opinion has large effects.  

First, quantitative studies have shown that public opinion has a strong impact on policy 

outcomes. For instance, Monroe (1979) examined public opinion2 influences on proposed 

policy changes in the United States. He looked at more than 500 cases between 1960 and 

1979, using time-series analysis. He found that 63% of the policy proposals changed to be 

better aligned with the majority of public opinion preferences. Page and Shapiro (1983) 

examined 375 United States policy cases between 1935 and 1979 using a “co-variation” 

model which examines the relationships between changes in public preferences during two 

points in time and changes in policy. They found that 231 cases had policy change, and 66% 

of them were influenced by change of public opinion.  

Agnone (2007) evaluated the impact of social movements and public opinion on the 

environmental legislation process in the United States using an amplification model. Agnone 

set a hypothesis that environmental movements such as lobbying, protesting and claiming 

are able to amplify the level of public opinion impact on the environmental policy making 

process. In order to examine whether or not public opinion can be amplified and influence 

environmental policy, he examined public opinion data on federal environmental legislation 

between 1960 and 1998. He found that supportive public opinion towards environmental 

protection increased from the 1980s after environmental movement protests reached a 

peak in 1979. The number of environmental law enactments had increased from the late 

1980s. He proved that social movements (environmental movements) played a significant 

role in amplifying public opinion and changing environmental legislation. Agnone (2007) 

states that an increase in public support had a greater impact on the environmental 

legislative process because amplified public opinion was salient and consistent.  

Second, intensive examinations of the policy and/or legislative process have clarified the 

strong impact of public opinion.  

                                                           
2
 Monroe (1979) examined majority opinion, which is often defined as “public opinion” in democratic theory, 

but it does not represent all citizens’ views.   
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Shum (2009) set a hypothesis that when the public expresses a favourable opinion about 

increased environmental regulation, the government would enact more strict environmental 

policies. Then Shum examined a set of air pollution case studies, using the median-voter 

model (Congleton, 1992) to investigate how environmental standards could be made, 

considering a stylised decision maker’s preferences. The median-voter model is a 

quantitative analysis tool used to analyse a number of issues (such as air pollution) that vary 

in context and scale to understand the dynamics of environmental policy making. Shum 

(2009) is critical of democratic theory because it does not reveal the mechanism of the 

involvement of public opinion into the policy process and often neglects public opinion. In 

order to focus on the role of public opinion, Shum derived a new statistical median-voter 

model. Using this model, he found that public opinion is a key determinant of environmental 

policy, and has a statistically significant influence on environmental decisions.  

Third, increased use of public opinion polls has increased the role of public opinion in the 

policy process. Manza and Cook (2002) reviewed recent studies and found that the rapid 

increase of public opinion polling makes political actors more responsive to public opinion as 

they well-understand what the public concern is. Opinion polls are regarded as a useful tool 

for knowing trends in public concern about environmental issues as well (Dunlap, 1995). 

Dunlap found that when policy makers realise the increase in public support for 

environmental protection through opinion polls, they are more likely to make stronger 

environmental policies. Thus, opinion polls play an important role, showing that public 

opinion has a significant impact on the policy process.  

2.3.2 Public opinion has minor effects 

Against the statement that public opinion has large effects, there is an argument that public 

opinion has minor effects.  

As Burstein (2010) argues, the “strong effect” view is getting weaker because recent studies 

have discovered that some quantitative research has used biased samples. For instance, 

Page (2002), who estimated that public opinion has a significant impact on the policy 

process (Page & Shapiro, 1983), admits that key studies overestimate the impact of public 

opinion. Page (2002) now argues that these studies focus on the issues which are easy for 

the government to respond to, disregard instances of non-responsiveness, and neglect other 

powerful forces which make public opinion less effective (Burstein, 2010). Burstein (2006) 

examined 60 randomly sampled bills in the United States using the method of Page and 
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Shapiro (1983). The congruency between public opinion and policy was only 25%. Burstein 

argues that sampling bias has made researchers overestimate the impact of public opinion, 

and the impact of public opinion is small.  

The inconsistency of public opinion also diminishes its impact on the policy process. Zaller 

and Feldman (1992) interviewed the same citizens about two policies at different times 

using the same questions. Only 45% to 55% of them gave the same answer. Manza and Cook 

(2002) argue that lack of information may make public opinion inconsistent, which makes 

the impact small because policy makers are reluctant to take account of inconsistent 

opinions. 

As a critique of opinion polls, Blumer (1948) argues that they do not try to identify each 

opinion, and that there is an absence of specific studies to test the effect of polls. Critical 

theorists regard opinion polls as a “source of ideology” (Manza & Cook, 2002). Manza and 

Cook (2002) claim that opinion polls are valid to take account of the policy process, because 

they give policy makers the aggregate response of the public. However, they argue, policy 

actors try to avoid excessive reliance on poll data because it is no guarantee that the data is 

pure public opinion and reliable. Moreover, survey questionnaires can be made by elites, not 

by the public, which means that questions asked are concerned with elites (Lewis, 2001); 

“true” opinions cannot be available from the poll data and therefore it cannot be said that 

opinion polls enhance the impact of public opinion in the policy process.  

In terms of environmental legislation, Harding (1998) mentions that despite the benefit of 

public participation, many people involved in administration remain sceptical about it. 

Harding (1998, p. 22) gives some reasons and/or barriers which limit the impact of public 

participation on environmental policy making:  

 domination of the process  by interest groups 

 expense in cost and time 

 possibility of diminishing the decision making role of local government 

 difficulty in gaining a representative sample of views 

 consultation or participation tend to favour middle-class, articulate people  

 it does not necessarily bring social change or involve the “have-nots” 

 economic interests may predominate 
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 encourages the mobilisation of antagonistic forces 

 local people lobby for local interests and special privileges and ignore the 
wider picture or city-wide or regional interests 

 technical issues may be beyond the understanding of lay people 

 it may be difficult to determine the extent to which public input should be 
considered in “weighing up” various factors when a decision is made 

 not all participants will “play fair”; some may disseminate selective or “tainted” 
information 

 the results of some forms of public involvement are unpredictable and 
processes can be difficult to control 

 

Some researchers argue that the effectiveness of public opinion in environmental policy is 

limited. Appelstrand (2002) analysed several forest management legislation case studies. He 

found that non-governmental organisations (NGOs) play a significant role in the opinion-

shaping process because in environmental policy the public may not be sure about 

complicated issues and may require information in order to be involved in the 

environmental law making process.  Therefore, he argues, it appears that NGOs and interest 

groups, rather than the public itself, play an important role in the environmental policy 

making process. On the other hand, Agnone (2007) states that environmental movement 

organisations play a role as an amplifier of public opinion. There are competing views 

because of different interpretations.  

Appelstrand (2002) claims that the lack of communication between the public and decision 

makers may be the cause of the 'small' effect of public opinion. He argues that taking 

account of public opinion may be time-consuming, and environmental problems are often 

urgent, causing the lack of communication.  Boehmer-Christian (1990) states that ‘better’ 

policy making requires broad communication between political parties, experts, interest 

groups and citizens. 

2.4 Conceptual framework 

As stated, there has been an academic debate about whether public opinion plays a 

significant role or not. The problem is that little research has been done to explore the 

mechanism of the involvement of public opinion in a specific case study. In order to 

contribute to the development of public opinion research, this research investigates a single 
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case study by applying some conceptual frameworks. The conceptual frameworks help the 

analysis of the role of public opinion in the legislative process of the BSA, organising a lot of 

complex social and political components.  

The conceptual frameworks are based on two disciplines: political science and sociology. 

They involve concepts of democratic theory and social movement theory. My research uses 

a combined model of the Policy Topography Model (PTM) (James & Fournelle, 2000), the 

Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) (Jones & Jenkins-Smith, 2009), and the Amplification 

Model (AM) (Agnone, 2007). The PTM and ACF provide the political-scientific insights, and 

the AM provides the sociological understanding of how public opinion can play a role in the 

legislative process. In this section, each model/framework is explained and combined in 

order to make it applicable to the case study.  

2.4.1 Policy Topography Model  (PTM) 

The Policy Topography Model (PTM) is used as a base of the combined conceptual 

framework in this study. The PTM was established by James and Fournelle (2000) in order to 

investigate the impact of public opinion in policy spaces3. James and Fournelle (2000, p. 398) 

state that controversies about the impact of public opinion are the issue of “how best to 

model not only static characteristics, but also understand trends, movements, and changes in 

public opinion”. This concept developed a dynamic spatial model of public opinion. They 

assume that public opinion may appear to be chaotic and inconsistent, but in fact is 

interrelated with different kinds of aspects. They have a counter-argument for the view that 

public opinion has little impact because of its inconsistency caused by lack of information 

and lack of interest: they argue that the public are aware of issues by receiving information 

from society, and that consistency is manifested depending on the issues. So they suggest a 

new way to understand the role of public opinion by addressing the PTM. 

James and Fournelle (2000) state that a policy space has three dimensions:  ,   and  . The   

coordinate refers to the ideological tendency on the characteristics of an issue. James and 

Fournelle define   as right-left positions, or conservative-liberal positions, to identify the 

degree to which the issue component represents a challenge to the status quo. The   

coordinate refers to the scope of the issue, which illustrates the size of the group that is 

                                                           
3
 James and Fournelle (2000) define policy space as the interaction of institutional and non-institutional actors 

to form a relationship which is necessary for any dynamic system.  
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highly affected by the issue. Finally, the   coordinate shows the degree of the issue salience 

for the public. The salience shows how the issue becomes important or unimportant to the 

public. Hills and valleys in this PTM and their location in the space show a three-dimensional 

representation of the state of public opinion in the specific area (Figure 2.2).  

Figure 2.2 The coordinates for the Policy Topography Model 

James and Fournelle (2000) tested three policy cases (defence, economy, and social welfare) 

in three different years (1968, 1977, and 1988)4. They used opinion poll data to approximate 

the political atmosphere of the three different years. The data are illustrative of the model 

and are useful to provide a base for the model development. Their results show significant 

changes in the movement of public opinion in the different years (Figure  2.3) and provide a 

review of directionality within the space: 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 Although James and Fournelle (2000) tested three case studies, this study will examine only one (the BSA), so 

comparison between different times will be considered .  
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Figure 2.3 Shift of public opinion in policy space dynamics (James & Fournelle, 2000, p.408, 410-411) 

From the PTM, it is obvious that the three year models show significant changes in public 

opinion. In terms of issue characteristics, the ideological distribution for 1988 economics is 

primarily located at right orientation, while the distribution of defence and social welfare are 

studded in mixed positions. The distribution of salience and scope do not look consistent in 

these graphs either.  

Jones and Jenkins-Smith (2009) applied this model to examine the role of public opinion in 

the policy subsystem, collaborating with Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF).   

2.4.2 Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) 

The ACF was created by Sabatier (1988) for improved understanding of the policy process by 

taking account the policy subsystem. Sabatier (1988, 1998) and his colleagues (McQueen, 

Sabatier, & Weible, 2009; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993) developed the ACF as a system-

based model that integrates most stages of the policy cycle (Figure 2.4). The concept of the 

ACF focuses on the policy subsystem as well as on significant policy changes. The aim of the 

ACF is to reconsider a policy change in a specific policy area over a long timeframe, grasping 

which factors can influence policy changes (Sabatier, 1988). Sabatier (1988, 1998) states that 

the ACF has three premises: 1) understanding the process of policy change (i.e. the reason 

why the change happened); 2) considering 'policy subsystems' (i.e. the interaction of actors 

from different institutions interested in a policy area); and 3) conceptualising public policies 

(i.e. clarification for achieving objectives). Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993) state that under 

the ACF, public opinion is regarded as external policy subsystem participants.  
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Figure 2.4 Policy changes model with Advocacy Coalition Framework (McQueen, 2009, p. 123) 

Jones and Jenkins-Smith (2009) argue that the extended framework is needed to clarify the 

role of public opinion in this system, because the ACF scarcely acknowledges it. As can be 

seen from Figure 2.4, public opinion is described as external events in the ACF. In order to 

emphasise the role of public opinion in the policy subsystem, Jones and Jenkins-Smith 

developed the PTM, incorporating James and Fournelle’s (2000) 3-D topography model.  

The theoretical importance of this 3-D topography model is that public opinion is regarded 

as one of the “foundations” and is integral to forming a policy subsystem network. They 

argue that, contrary to the traditionalist theories of public opinion which claim mass public 

opinion is incoherent because of political manipulation (Converse, 2006), mass public 

opinion expresses coherence within limitations, and therefore mass opinion should be 

treated as one of the essential “nutrients” in policy topography.  

This study takes a combined conceptual framework of the PTM and the ACF, useful in 

examining environmental policies because it provides an opportunity to illustrate 

dimensional shift of the environmental policy process which includes complex 

environmental issues. The usefulness of the ACF has been broadly proven in environmental 

policy research (McQueen et al., 2009). For instance, Sotirov and Memmler (2012) review 41 

environmental policy case studies which applied the ACF. They found there are different 

types of causal mechanisms in the environmental policy subsystem and that ACF played an 

important role in providing an appropriate view of the policy process. Jones and Jenkins-

Smith also prove the effectiveness of the combination of the PTM and the ACF in empirical 

analysis, examining the public opinion salience in terrorism and the environment from 1980 

to 2003.  
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In the use of the combined conceptual framework, it is important to understand the 

mechanism of interaction and linkages between public opinion and the policy subsystem. 

Jones and Jenkins-Smith (2009) used network analysis to identify the linkage between public 

opinion and policy subsystem. They identified the dynamism of subsystem structures, which 

facilitate information flow. Then, they identified the actors involved in the dynamism. The 

actors include not only institutional but also non-institutional people, such as members of 

the public and interest groups actively concerned with an issue.  Jones and Jenkins-Smith 

discussed various potential networks which related to the subsystems, but they did not 

consider all relations because they simply wanted to facilitate the core ideas which clarify 

the trans-subsystem mechanism. They explain that the importance of mapping out the 

dynamism is that it provides a strategy for measurement of public opinion, which makes 

theoretical contribution for the development of the ACF.  

2.4.3 Amplification Model (AM) 

The Amplification Model (AM) (Agnone, 2007) is a sociological conceptual model which helps 

understand the impact of public opinion as “amplified” by social movements. There are two 

reasons for applying the concept of the AM. First, Agnone focuses on the impact of public 

opinion on the legislative process by looking at the interaction between social movements 

and public opinion. He set a hypothesis that public opinion has greater influence on public 

policy when it is amplified by social movements. Second, Agnone focuses on environmental 

movements influencing environmental law. Since the BSA can be considered an 

environmental act (as it focuses on the protection of indigenous flora and fauna), it can be 

hypothesised that the environmental movement might have affected the introduction 

and/or enactment of the BSA. 

Agnone (2007) mentions that past studies on the impacts of social movements and public 

opinions have analysed the percentage of laws passed each year. He argues that a limitation 

of this approach is that it ignores qualitative differences between environmental bills and 

token legislation. 

Agnone (2007) combined public opinion data from opinion polls and public attitude data 

from secondary sources, because enough data could not be found from opinion polls only as 

polling firms only ask about important or salient issues  (Burstein, 2006).   
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After a statistical test to examine the number of changes in public opinion, environmental 

movement and enacted laws, Agnone (2007) examined the effects of environmental 

movement activity and public opinion on environmental legislation using Poisson regression 

analysis5. Table 2 illustrates the focus of the interaction between environmental movements 

and public opinion by generating a predictable count of laws by varying levels of movements 

and public opinion, holding all other variables at their means.     

Table 2.2. Predicted number of laws passed at different scopes of environmental movements  and 
public opinion (Agnone, 2007, p. 1606) 

This table shows that the increase in environmental movements enhances public support for 

the enactment of environmental legislation.  

However, because this research does not focus on how many environmental legislations 

passed have been influenced by public opinion but on how public opinion influenced a single 

legislative process affected by social movements, this research does not take the Poisson 

regression analysis or any quantitative analysis. Instead, interaction between the public and 

social movements is analysed through texts and documents, and the degree to which public 

opinion were amplified by social movements is examined. The detail of the analytical 

method is explained in Chapter 4.  

2.4.4 Applying the combined framework 

The models and framework are integrated and simplified to analyse the role of public 

opinion in the legislative process. Figure 2.5 illustrates the integrated version of the 

conceptual framework.  

                                                           
5
 Poisson regression analysis is a statistical analysis model, with count data as the dependent variables (Agnone, 

2007). 
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Figure 2.5 Application of the integrated conceptual framework  

Firstly, based on the PTM three dimensions in the policy space of the BSA are considered: 

ideological tendency, social scope of the issue and the issue salience to the public. However, 

unlike the original PTM, this model does not take the cubical style but more like a developed 

surface for the easier understanding.  
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Political ideological tendency includes political actors and advocacy coalitions who suggest 

introducing a bill and those who pass the bill. In this figure, the red space shows the political 

ideological tendency. The political ideological tendency can shift from liberal to democratic, 

instead of right and left positions which are shown in the PTM. The red circles are political 

actors who are able to get involved in the decision making process. Social scope of the issue 

involves social movement groups and organisations who support or are against the bill. So 

the orange circles are described as groups and organisations which can potentially move 

social values. Issue salience to the public indicates how much the public responded to the 

issue. In this research, the term “public” includes people who have interests in the bill 

personally, not as business people or professionals. So the green circles are described as 

individuals who are interested in the decision making process.  

The arrows in the figure show the tendency of political ideology, social scope of the issue, 

and issue salience to the public. Each group moves depending on a situation in a policy space.  

In order to identify the actors involved in the BSA legislative process, the policy subsystem is 

considered by ACF. It reveals who was involved in the process, focusing on not only the 

political actors but also social actors (i.e. social movement groups) and members of the 

public who provided opinions. Jones and Jenkins-Smith (2009) state that the latest 

application of the ACF regards public opinion as part of a “tripartite theoretical construct”. 

They consider that all actors and institutions need to be positioned at some point in space 

connecting with public opinion dimensions. Thus, although the traditional ACF regards public 

opinion as an exogenous variable, this conceptual framework regards it as an endogenous 

variable. Moreover, the concept of the ACF is also taken into account in the framework in 

order to identify the networks and linkages between these dimensions (i.e. the interaction 

between political, social and public actors).  

Then, in order to investigate whether public opinion was amplified by social movements or 

not, the concept of the AM (Agnone, 2007) is taken into account. This clarifies the impact of 

public opinion which was influenced by the social movements (e.g. environmental 

movements).  

The stripes in Figure 2.5 illustrate the degree of democratic level. The wider the range 

becomes, the higher the level of democracy becomes. The dots illustrate the degree of 
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influence of social movements on public opinion. When the range is wide, it means public 

opinion is amplified by social movements.  

When all three dimensions have been examined, the role of public opinion, which is 

illustrated as a core in the Figure 2.5, will be evaluated.  

2.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter reviewed literature on theories and debates on public opinion research. Public 

opinion has been studied in two research areas: political science and sociology. Political 

science offers democratic theory. Democratic theorists have considered public opinion as an 

important factor to develop the theory. Recent democratic theorists tend to value public 

participation through public discourse. Sociological perspective in public opinion research 

has developed in recent years. From the sociological point of view, public opinion plays a 

significant role by being involved in social movements.   

While many researchers have investigated whether public opinion plays an important role in 

the policy making process, some researchers have argued that public opinion plays a minor 

role. As Burstein (2003, 2010) states, the research on the role of public opinion needs more 

specification by investigation of a single case. In the evaluation of the role of public opinion 

in a single case (the BSA) a conceptual framework is developed in this research which 

involves two disciplines: political science and sociology. This research integrates three 

conceptual framework and models from both political science and sociology fields. In terms 

of political science, the PTM and ACF are considered. The PTM illustrates three dimensions in 

a policy area, which are policy ideological tendency, social scope of the issue and issue 

salience to the public. The ACF adds detail to the PTM by clarifying actors in the policy 

subsystem as well as social contexts. In terms of sociology, the AM is considered because it 

helps evaluate the impact of public opinion by examining how much it was influenced by 

social movements. The conceptual framework might help evaluate the role of public opinion 

in the legislative process of the BSA.  

The next chapter provides the essential information on the legislative process in New 

Zealand to help understand the basic public involvement in the New Zealand legislative 

process, and also helps identify the history of the BSA, which is important for examining the 

political aspects of the BSA.  
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Chapter 3 

Review of New Zealand Legislative Process 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, in democratic countries the policy making process is influenced 

by contextual factors, including public opinion. In order to clarify public involvement in the 

legislative process of the Biosecurity Act (BSA) by applying the conceptual framework, firstly 

it is important to understand the legislative process in New Zealand. This chapter explains 

the process of how a bill becomes an Act. This chapter also focuses on the public 

involvement in the process. 

3.2 New Zealand legislative process 

New Zealand has evolved a form of parliamentary democracy. Parliament plays an important 

role in legislature: it makes or amends laws and organises political conflicts between 

competing parties (Wilson, 2010). It also plays an important role in involving the public 

through submissions and lobbying in the legislative process. Figure 3.1 shows the flow of the 

law making process and public involvement in New Zealand.  
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Figure 3.1 Legislative process in New Zealand 
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First reading 

The first reading occurs one to three days after the introduction, because MPs need time to 

understand the introduced bill (Parliament, 2010). Then, the members in the House have a 

debate to consider whether the bill should have further consideration or not. The debate is 

of limited time (two hours for Government bills and an hour for other bills) (Parliament, 

2010), and a vote is taken in the House on the necessity to discuss the bill further. If the bill 

is regarded as ‘necessary to go further’, it is referred to a select committee. The copy of the 

bill becomes available to the public within a day.  

Select committee 
A select committee consists of MPs from all parties working on behalf of the House (Shaw & 

Eichbaum, 2008). Usually there are around ten MPs in a select committee (A DecisionMaker 

2003 Guide to Parliament and Government in New Zealand, 2003). Once a bill is referred to 

the committee, in most cases it is advertised in metropolitan and major provincial 

newspapers to call for submissions from interested organisations and individuals (A 

DecisionMaker 2003 Guide to Parliament and Government in New Zealand, 2003). When a 

bill is referred to a select committee, the committee has to scrutinise the bill and report to 

the House within six months (Parliament, 2010). During this period, citizens are able to make 

submissions to the select committee. Select committees also provide opportunities for the 

public to speak in support of their written submissions (Shaw & Eichbaum, 2008). Shaw and 

Eichbaum (2008) state that this process is extremely important because it gives 

opportunities for the public to participate in the legislative process. After it has been 

referred to a select committee, a bill will be advertised through newspapers and other media 

(Chapple & Sutherland, 2004; Shaw & Eichbaum, 2008), and then the public is able to make 

written submissions on the bill. After submissions have been made, the select committee 

writes a report to the House recommending whether the bill should be considered further or 

not.  

 

Second reading 
Once the committee has presented its report, the bill is available for second reading any 

time from the third sitting day after presentation. The second reading is the main debate of 

the bill and its passage is regarded as a commitment to the final stage of the bill. The debate 

can be up to two hours, led off by the MP or minister who is in charge of the bill (Parliament, 

2010). At the end of the debate, a vote is taken in the House to decide whether or not the 
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bill should be read a third time. Unanimous amendments suggested by the committees are 

taken into account on the bill. If not unanimous, the bill can be rejected, and the bill can be 

thrown out if defeated in the vote.  

 

Committee of the whole House  
At this stage, all members of the House are involved in the process, and they consider 

whether the bill requires amendment or not. Amendments are made if required. 

Occasionally committee members, especially ministers in charge of the bill, need to release 

their amendments in the form of a ‘Supplementary Order Paper’ (Parliament, 2010). There is 

no time limit for this procedure, but members’ speeches on each provision are limited to 

four minutes, after which a vote on each amendment is made. If a topic of the bill has a 

controversial nature, the process can take several days. When the final form of the bill is 

completed, the House reprints the bill to show the amendments.  

Third reading 
This is the last reading in the House, and is the last chance for debating the bill. In this 

process, the debate focuses more on summarising rather than on details of the provisions 

(Parliament, 2010). The debate takes two hours maximum. Then, a final vote is taken and if 

the bill is passed by the House it goes to Royal assent. 

Royal assent 
The final procedure is taken not by the House, but the Governor-General (GG). The GG is 

part of Parliament but is completely separate from the House (Parliament, 2010). The GG 

signs a bill to confirm it as an Act, as the Sovereign’s representative in New Zealand. The 

Royal assent goes through careful inspections. Firstly, the bill is checked again and again, and 

then the entire bill is read out loud by a member of the House Office staff. It is also double-

checked by at least two other senior members of the staff. When the checking process is 

done, the bill is printed for assent. Through these strict checks and corrections, the bill may 

be granted by the “Administrator of the Government (the Chief Justice or most senior 

Supreme Court Judge present in New Zealand)“ (Parliament, 2012). Then finally the GG signs 

assent, and the bill becomes an Act.  
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of the research design and explains how the data were 

collected and analysed in order to investigate the role of public opinion in a single case, 

focusing on the legislative process of the BSA. In order to apply the conceptual framework 

identified in Chapter 2, the political dimension, social contexts, and issue salience to the 

public needed to be analysed.  

4.2 The Approach 

This research used a qualitative and dual-disciplinary approach, in order to fill the gap in the 

current research of the linkage between public opinion and the policy making process.  

4.2.1 Qualitative approach 

Since the focus of this research is to evaluate the role of public opinion in a single case, 

which is not amenable to quantification, this research adopted a qualitative approach. The 

qualitative approach aims at providing in-depth understanding of human behaviours and the 

reasons for those behaviours (Patton, 2001). As Burstein (2010) argues, current public 

opinion research needs more specification to identify the role of public opinion, so the 

qualitative approach was considered to be appropriate.  

Burstein (2010) suggested three qualitative approaches to measure the role of public 

opinion. The first approach is to gauge public opinion by asking people about their “self-

proclaimed political ideology” (i.e. conservative, moderate, or liberal). This approach is the 

most popular way of evaluation because of its simplicity and high reliability (Erikson, Wright, 

& McIver, 1993). This could have been useful, because James & Fournelle (2000) used this 

approach when they developed the Policy Topography Model (PTM). However, this research 

did not take this approach because the BSA is historic legislation and it is difficult to 

interview people about their political ideology of 20 years ago. It also could have been 

possible to ask these types of questions of members of the Primary Production Committee 

of the time of the BSA, who were dealing with public opinion in the BS Bill. However, it was 
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considered to be unrealistic to seek their recall of public opinion from 20 years ago. 

Nevertheless, identifying ideological tendency is important in applying the conceptual 

framework, so it was discovered from literature and government records and reports.  

The second qualitative approach is measuring “policy mood”. This approach is similar to the 

first but the measure is not based on questions about political ideology of a single period. It 

focuses on an analysis of repeated questions over several decades by a wide range of survey 

organisations in order to measure the coherence of public opinion over time. This approach 

was considered to be useful because it helps understand how public opinion has changed 

over time depending on the political situation. However, no survey data on the BS Bill or the 

BSA were found. Moreover, most public survey data from 20 years ago were not searchable. 

So this was an unviable option. A single set of survey data found was about the public 

perception of introduced pests in 1991, but was not relevant to analysing policy mood; it 

was not possible to evaluate the policy mood using survey data.  

The third approach examines public opinion from the specific to the general level. It means 

that public opinion on a specific policy is examined in comparison with other policies. This 

approach was suitable for my research, because my aim is to examine the role of public 

opinion in a specific case (BSA) by testing theories and frameworks which have been 

identified and generalised in previous research.  

Wlezien (2004) and Soroka & Lim (2003) applied this approach when considering the role of 

public opinion on government expenditure policy. They used time series data for the analysis 

of the linkage between public opinion and government responsiveness. My research also 

traced a time series, in the core of the decision making process of the BS Bill. However, while 

Wlezien and others used time series modelling to examine the yearly changes in public 

preferences, I did not apply this model because of its complexity. My research was not 

aimed at analysing the yearly changes but in analysing the role that the public played during 

the legislative process.   

4.2.2 Dual-disciplinary approach 

Burstein (2010) argues that the result of taking the above approaches becomes “hazy” 

because there is always a possibility that there are no public opinion data on specific policies. 

In order to make up the deficit of public opinion data, this research took a dual-disciplinary 

approach which involves perspectives from sociology as well as political science. While the 
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political scientific perspective reveals the level of democracy in the decision making process 

by reviewing public opinion data, the sociological perspective clarifies the social context of 

the process by reviewing other documentary data, such as journal articles, newspaper 

articles and government publications. This dual-disciplinary approach enabled the analysis of 

public opinion, by focusing on not only public opinion itself but also the social context. The 

social constructionist point of view, which considers human interaction and the 

acknowledgement of the influence of social context (Crotty, 1998), was taken into account 

as a sociological perspective for the discussion of the role of public opinion in the BSA.  

4.3 Data collection 

Secondary data were used as the main source of information to explore the history of the 

BSA and to examine the role of public opinion in the process. There are many types of 

secondary sources “including governments and regulatory agencies, the public reports of 

companies, items appearing in the press and other media, published academic research, and 

the internal documents produced by organisations” (Harris, 2001, p. 192).  

This research did not conduct any survey or interviews because the most reliable source of 

information about public opinion on the BS Bill was public submissions made when the BS 

Bill was introduced. Other information about public opinion and public involvement 

obtained from government documents such as departmental reports and Hansard6, and 

literature such as journal articles, books and media archives, were also used as reliable 

sources of data to answer the research question.  

However, it is important to understand that there are both advantages and disadvantages in 

using secondary data. One of the advantages is that it can avoid ethical concerns of data 

collection so that it reduces time consumption (Rubin & Babbie, 2008). On the other hand, 

as a disadvantage, Rubin and Babbie point out that secondary data may be outdated or 

insufficient. Although there was a concern about the insufficiency of the data, this research 

focused on only secondary data because of limited time and because interviewing people 

was considered to be unrealistic. Harris (2001) states that secondary data are more reliable 

than interview data in a sense, because interviews often involve subjective views of what the 

researchers expect to hear. Harris also argues that interviews can lead to bias if some 

                                                           
6
 Hansard is a record of all speeches and debates in Parliament, as well as written and oral questions. 
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respondents refuse to be interviewed. Thus, I considered that secondary data were 

adequate to analyse public involvement in the legislation process of the BSA objectively.  

The information was collected from the Lincoln University library database, interloan service, 

the University of Canterbury law library and the Parliamentary Library in Wellington. The 

detailed descriptions of each type of data explain how the information is used in the analysis.    

4.3.1 Literature 

A literature review was used to identify the historical context and theoretical perspective of 

the BSA. The literature included books, journal articles, theses, media archives, and interest 

group publications. Subsequently, government websites, such as the Parliament webpage, 

Te Ara, and the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) webpage were viewed in order to find 

information on the history of the BSA and governmental process.   

4.3.2 Public submissions 

Public submissions were examined as ‘public opinion’ in order to identify public involvement 

in the process of the BS Bill. They were obtained from the Parliamentary library in 

Wellington. Only hard copies of the 82 public submissions were available at the 

Parliamentary library. Since it was desirable to look at all the submissions in order to find out 

the principal public opinion, and because it was considered too much work for the 

Parliamentary librarian to scan and send all the submissions, the author went to Wellington 

to gather these public submissions. All of the submissions were scanned and reviewed. Each 

submission was categorised into one of six groups, as the Select Committee did (Primary 

Production Committee, 1993, p.8): Local government/related associations; National 

government agencies; Business/related associations; Research/professional associations; 

Special interest groups; and Private individuals. Private individuals’ submissions and those of 

special interest groups, except groups concerned with business and government authorities, 

were examined.  

4.3.3 Departmental report 

Departmental reports are published by the responsible ministry to provide advice to select 

committees to help them to amend the contents of a bill. A select committee might make 

changes to the bill when they receive the report. In the case of the BS Bill, the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) published the report. As the report is considered to be an 
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important indicator as a “government response”, it was taken into account when discussing 

the relationship between public opinion and decision makers. A number of departmental 

reports were published between March and June 1993 while the Primary Production 

Committee was considering the submissions, but only the final departmental report was 

read intensively because of time limitations.  

4.3.4 Hansard7 

Hansard clarifies the full history of the political process of the BS Bill in the House, including 

the process before the bill was introduced. It also helps demonstrate how public opinion was 

taken into account in Parliament.   

4.3.5 Other souces of information 

Bill and Act 

The first and second versions of the BS Bill were reviewed. It is important to understand the 

BSA itself and compare and contrast the difference between the bill and the complete Act. 

As well as the bill and Act, an Explanatory Note and Supplementary Order Paper8 were also 

examined because they provide an explanation of the clauses and reasons for amendments 

in some clauses, which can help understand whether the amendment was made because of 

public opinion or not.   

 
Summary of Public Submission 

The summary of submissions is made by the select committee. It summarises the 

background of the BS Bill, overall public response, and provides a brief summary of issues 

argued in each clause. It also shows who made submissions and categorises the submitters.  

It has only eight pages and provided a quick overview to understanding the main issues in 

the bill.  

4.4 Data analysis 

The data were mainly analysed for two purposes. The first was to clarify the history of the 

BSA in order to understand what happened before and during the consideration of the BS 

                                                           
7
 See the definition in the footnote 7. 

8 According to a glossary provided by Parliamentary Counsel Office 
(http://www.legislation.govt.nz/glossary.aspx), an Explanatory Note is published with the first version of a 

Bill, and a Supplementary Order Paper is a published document that sets out proposed amendments to a 

Bill. 
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Bill. The second purpose was to evaluate the role of public opinion during the passage of the 

BS Bill.  

To thoroughly understand the history of the BSA, firstly the general flow of the legislative 

process was identified from Hansard. A flowchart was made to clarify the legislative process 

of the BSA. Based on the flowchart, the “story” was embellished by reviewing literature and 

government documents. In this process, as well as political aspects, the sociological 

perspective was also taken into account, particularly before the BS Bill was introduced, to 

understand public awareness towards biosecurity issues. 

Then, public opinion and Parliament responsiveness were examined in order to inspect 

whether public opinion influenced the decision making process. The content analysis 

method was used. Content analysis is a method which is widely used in social science 

research, dealing with secondary sources as well as primary sources (Harris, 2001). Babbie 

(2012) states that content analysis discovers the human interaction from documents such as 

books, websites, paintings and laws.  

There are two approaches in content analysis: inductive content analysis and deductive 

content analysis. Elo and Kyngäs (2008) explain that while inductive content analysis aims to 

develop a theory or model and is used where there is a lack of research about a 

phenomenon, deductive content analysis is used when researchers want to retest existing 

theory, hypotheses, conceptual frameworks and models. As the primary aim of this research 

is to test a democratic and sociological theory to clarify the role of public opinion on the 

specific policy, this research used deductive content analysis. However, it is important to 

note that there was a possibility that existing theory and frameworks do not fit this case 

study because this research area (the evaluation of the role of public opinion) has been 

underdeveloped. Thus, it is important to keep in mind the possibility that the method might 

become inductive, developing the existing theories and conceptual frameworks.  

The analysis of public opinion began by developing a categorisation matrix. A categorisation 

matrix is useful to identify different types of public opinion (Carlson, Grove, & Kangun, 1993). 

Public submissions were classified by applying a framework suggested by Jay & Morad 

(2006). The likelihood of public opinion was examined by reviewing literature. Then, 

responses from the Primary Production Committee, MAF, and Parliament were examined by 
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reviewing the Summary of the BS Bill, Departmental reports, and Hansard. The theory and 

conceptual framework identified in Chapter 2 are tested and discussed further in Chapter 6.  

4.5 Limitations of searching information 
There was a limitation of gaining satisfactory public opinion data because the legislation was 

enacted a long time ago. As mentioned, most public survey data and public opinion polls in 

the 1990s were not searchable online, except one. Most newspaper articles from the 1990s 

were not searchable online either. The author made enquiries directly to major newspaper 

companies, national and local libraries, and Archives New Zealand. However, no one could 

find any articles on public opinion about the BS Bill. It may have been possible to find articles 

by manually accessing microfiche records of newspaper articles at the National Library, 

Wellington. However, this was time-consuming work, considered to be unnecessary because 

Parliamentary Library staff assisted the author to search for newspaper articles from their 

database and relevant articles were copied from their hard copy records.  

Two months were spent on data collection, including online searching, visiting libraries, 

sending e-mails to librarians and news media companies to make enquiries about public 

opinion data on the BSA, and visiting the Parliamentary Library in Wellington. No more time 

was spent considering the limited timeframe.  

4.6 Chapter summary 

Qualitative and dual-disciplinary (political science and sociology) approaches were taken in 

this research in order to identify the political dimension, social contexts, and issue salience 

to the public in the legislative process of the BSA. Secondary data were used to examine 

those three dimensions. When analysing the data, a content analysis method was used in 

order to test the theories and conceptual framework developed in Chapter 2. The next 

chapter shows the key findings of this research. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter consists of four parts. First, the history of biosecurity issues from the early 19th 

century (before the introduction of BS Bill) is reviewed in order to clarify public perception of 

biosecurity. Second, the political history of the BSA is identified, as well as societal history. 

Third, the findings about public opinion are described in order to clarify the salience of the 

issue by reviewing how much opinion was received. Fourth, the parliament responsiveness is 

examined in order to clarify whether public opinion was taken into account or not.   

5.2  Social context before the introduction of the BS Bill 

5.2.1 Public perception of biosecurity: from the early 19th century to the 1990s 

Some social scientists argue that pest issues were widely recognised by the public from the 

time Europeans settled in New Zealand. Jay and Morad (2006) outline the process of how 

the public has responded to biosecurity issues (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5.1 Public responses to the impacts of introduced pests (Modified from Jay & Morad, 2006, p. 
294) 
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Jay and Morad (2006) argue that in New Zealand there are two types of public response to 

biosecurity issues: conservation responses and biosecurity responses. Conservation 

responses are based on the concept that there is a need to protect native biodiversity from 

the invasion of pests. Biosecurity responses are focused on protection of agriculture from 

impacts of pests on primary production, and include border control.  

One example explains how this framework works: the control of feral rabbits. The rabbit 

issue has been recognised by farmers for a long time. Rabbits were introduced to New 

Zealand in the 1830s for the purpose of both game and food (Peden, 2009). Rabbits had 

negative impacts on both agriculture and the environment. In terms of agricultural impacts, 

rabbits have had a serious impact on stocking rates by degrading land since the late 1860s 

(Nightingale, 1992). In terms of environmental impacts, rabbits have damaged native tussock 

grasslands (Holland, O'Connor, & Wearing, 2002).   

In 1876, as a consequence of appeals from farmers and individuals to make policies to 

control the number of rabbits, the first Rabbit Nuisance Act was passed. It imposed 

responsibility for the destruction of rabbits on farmers, with government support for the 

creation of rabbit boards (Nightingale, 1992). This Act was based on complete eradication, 

until 1971 (Nightingale, 1992). However, the Act was largely unsuccessful, even though the 

government amended the Act several times. For example, between 1883 and 1897, 

biological controls (the importation and release of exotic predators) were introduced, but 

had a massive impact on native biodiversity in New Zealand (Howarth, 1991). In 1947, the 

Rabbit Destruction Council (RDC) was created under the Rabbit Nuisance Amendment Act, 

1947 in order to eradicate rabbits, and the government funded control (Nightingale, 1992). 

The government acknowledged that commercial hunting of rabbits had to be banned for 

effective eradication, and the Act was amended in 1956 to make commercialisation illegal 

(Nightingale, 1992). In 1967, the Agricultural Pests Destruction Act 1967 was introduced. The 

RDC changed to the Agricultural Pest Destruction Council (APDC) for wider pest control. In 

the 1980s, environmental concern about the degradation of high country brought about 

environmental lobbying (Nightingale, 1992). In response, the APDC suggested introducing 

myxomatosis, which is a fatal disease for rabbits, but the recommendation was rejected in 

1985 because of the negative impacts on the environment identified in the Environmental 

Impact Report (Gumbrell, 1986). In November 1989, a five-year programme called “The 

Rabbit and Land Management Programme” was operated by MAF (Lough, 2009), funded $25 
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million by central and regional government to achieve control of feral rabbits and establish 

sustainable land use on one hundred high country properties (Belton, 1991).  

However, the rabbit management programme was not successful. While everyone agreed 

that the number of rabbits needed to be reduced, some people supported the ‘killer policy’ 

which aimed at the eradication of rabbits under the Rabbit Nuisance Amendment Act 1947, 

and others argued that commercialisation of rabbits was necessary for the purpose of the 

effective management of rabbits and increasing job opportunities (Cotton, 1994). These 

arguments were factors of the “contemporary integrated institutional biosecurity framework” 

(Jay & Morad, 2006).  

Summarising this story, the rabbit issues brought about both a biosecurity response and a 

conservation response. In terms of the biosecurity response, farmers reacted towards the 

agricultural impacts of rabbits, such as farm land degradation. In terms of the conservation 

response, some environmental groups claimed the negative impacts of rabbits on the 

environment and also argued the negative impacts of rabbit control methods, such as 

biological and disease controls. However, considering that farmers are categorised as a 

business sector, not general public, little evidence has been found about how the general 

public perceived and responded to the rabbit issues. One survey (Sheppard & Urquhart, 

1991) shows that the rabbit issue was highly recognised by the public. In February 1991 

Sheppard and Urquhart investigated public attitudes to introduced pests and methods to 

control pests by conducting a questionnaire investigation of 1,000 randomly chosen adults 

by telephone survey. The results show that rabbits were considered to be the most serious 

pest in New Zealand, which 77.2% of respondents considered “very serious”. In terms of 

rabbit control methods, 74.1% of the respondents preferred “commercial harvesting” 

(Sheppard & Urquhart, 1991). 

Although it is clear that the rabbit issues have brought public responses into both 

conservation and biosecurity, it is still problematic whether public opinion in the BSA can be 

argued only between conservation and biosecuriy or not. This could be discussed more 

deeply.  

5.2.2 Jay and Morad’s “Contemporary biosecurity framework”  

Goldson et al. (2010) state that biosecurity has become “a source of significant public and 

political interest” since the 1960s. Jay and Morad (2006, p.294) state that increased public 
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needs for a biosecurity framework constructed the “contemporary integrated institutional 

biosecurity framework”. However, Jay and Morad did not provide clear evidence of how the 

contemporary biosecurity frame has been constructed. The rabbit issue is not enough to 

support the framework to identify the ‘integrated’ public response, because the BS Bill 

involves not only rabbit issues but also others such as border security and the conservation 

of indigenous flora and fauna. A literature review was undertaken in order to find other 

evidence on whether or not the public responded to the biosecurity issues picked up in the 

BS Bill. 

In terms of the biosecurity response, an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease was possibly 

one of the triggers of the awareness of biosecurity. New Zealand was free from foot-and-

mouth disease until 1981. However, in 1981 there was a suspected outbreak of the disease 

in pigs on a farm near Temuka (Clark et al., 2011). The farm was quarantined and all its pigs 

and sheep were killed, burnt and buried9. This news was broadcast nationwide and 

increased public support for developing a decision for biosecurity (Sanson, 1993). 

In terms of the conservation response, the public’s interest in the protection of native 

wildlife had expanded to environmental issues by the beginning of the 1970s (Jay & Morad, 

2006). After the ‘Save Manapouri Campaign’ in the 1960s10, conservation-focused campaigns 

increased, prompting more public awareness of conservation and the formation of new 

environmental groups (Nathan, 2009). Wheen (2002) states that this movement led to a 

rapid growth in public environmental concern and enhanced government responsiveness. 

The campaign resulted in the amendment of the Manapouri - Te Anau Development Act in 

1981.  

Although a number of researchers have stated that conservation activities play an important 

role in raising awareness in the public and the government, there is a lack of evidence about 

whether conservation activities were directly connected with the introduction of the BS Bill. 

Salmon (1993) argues that, although conservation and environmental organisations have 

had influence on shaping public opinion and forcing government action, environmental 

                                                           
9
 Later it was found that the pigs had blisters on their snouts because of their diet, not from foot-and-mouth 

disease (Clark et al., 2011). 
10

 The biggest environmental movement against raising the level of Lake Manapouri for the purpose of 
hydroelectric generation in New Zealand, run by Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand 
(Forest and Bird)(Bain, 2008). 
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movements have never really been involved in pest issues effectively, nor have they 

communicated them to the public effectively.  

Forest and Bird publications between 1987 and 1993 were examined to find whether or not 

there was any opinion about the necessity of the BS Bill from a conservation perspective11. 

There were some articles concerned with the impact of pests causing damage to indigenous 

species. However, no article proclaimed the importance of the BS Bill in the Forest and Bird 

publications when the bill was introduced. There were few letters to the editor and none of 

them mentioned the issue of invasive pests.    

The Jay and Morad framework was tested in order to clarify whether or not the conservation 

response really influenced the enactment of the BS Bill or not, by analysing public 

submissions.   

5.3 The history of the BSA 

Table 5.1 describes the history in a simple way, showing both political and social aspects, 

because this research aims to reveal the extent of public involvement from different 

perspectives. This part examines not only the legislative process of the BSA but also the 

process before the BS Bill was introduced, because the BSA was the integration of seven acts.  

                                                           
11

 It is important to note that Forest and Bird is a default public conservation voice insofar as people expect 
them to take action to the government. Even non-members may “free ride” on Forest and Bird’s activity.  

Year Date Government/ 
Parliament 

Society and the Public 

Before 
1960s 
 
 
 
 
 
1960s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16 November  1967 
 
 
 
1 April 1968 
 
 
 
31 October 1968 

Rabbit Nuisance Act 1876 
(Nightingale, 1992) 
Rabbit Nuisance Amendment Act 
1947 (Nightingale, 1992) 
Noxious Weed Act 1950 (Keyes & 
Walrond, 2009) 
 
The Animals Act 1967 was 
commenced to consolidate and 
amend the Stock Act 1908 
(Animals Act 1967) 
The Agricultural Pests Destruction 
Act 1967 was commenced 
(Agricultural Pests Destruction Act 
1967) 
The Poultry Act 1968 was 
commenced (Poultry Act 1968) 

 Farmers suffered from 
agricultural pests(Keyes & 
Walrond, 2009)  

 Social awareness about 
pests increased(Keyes & 
Walrond, 2009)  

 

1970s 1 April  1970 
 
3 December 1970 
 

The Apiaries Act 1969 was 
commenced (Apiaries Act 1969) 
The Plants Act 1970 was 
commenced (Plants Act 1970) 

 Public conservation 
awareness increased after  
the ‘Save Manapouri 
Campaign by Forest and Bird 
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1 April 1979 The Noxious Plants Act 1978 was 
commenced (Noxious Plant Act 
1978) 

(Nathan, 2009) 

1980s February 1981 
 
 
 
 
 
1 March  1983 
 
 
 
 
 
1 April 1987 
 
 
 
1 April 1987 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Dog Control and Hydatids Act 
1982 was commenced (Dog 
Control and Hydatids Act 1982) 
 
 
 
Conservation Act 1987 was 
commenced (Conservation Act 
1987) 
 
The Department of Conservation 
was established (Department of 
Conservation, 2007) 
 
 
 

 Notable outbreak of foot-
and-mouth disease found in 
Temuka (Clark, Grace, & 
Drew, 2011, 27 Septemeber) 

 
 

 Feral rabbits epidemic in the 
South Island (Nightingale, 
1992) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 77% of New Zealanders felt 
that New Zealand had a 
“severe rabbit problem” 
(Sheppard & Urquhart, 
1991) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1989  
 
 
 
 

The 42
nd

 New Zealand 
Government (Labour Party) 
suggested the need to introduce a 
Biosecurity Bill (Biosecurity Bill: 
Report of Primary Production 
Committee, 1993, p. 17296, para 
5.) 

1990 27 October Election. The Labour Party 
Government was defeated by the 
National Party. 
The National Party was elected as 
the 43

rd
 Government (Wheen, 

2002) 

1991 
 
 

1 October 1991 
 
 
 
 
September 
 
 
 
 
 
November 

The Resource Management  Act 
1991 was commenced (Resource 
Management Act 1991) 
 
 
Minister of Agriculture and 
Fisheries: “The top priority is to 
pass the Biosecurity Bill” 
(Biosecurity Bill: Report of 
Primary Production Committee, p. 
17296, para. 5) 
Minister: “Bill should become law 
by June 1992” 
(Biosecurity Bill: Report of 
Primary Production Committee, p. 
17296, para. 5) 

1992 June 
 
 
 
 

Cabinet agreed that the Bill was 
urgent (Biosecurity Bill: Report of 
Primary Production Committee, p. 
17296, para. 5) 
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Table 5.1 The flow of the legislative process of the BSA and external factors (social movements and 
public perceptions)12 

Before the BS Bill was introduced the management of pests was carried out under seven 

different acts: the Animals Act 1967, Plants Act 1970, Poultry Act 1968, Noxious Plants Act 

1978, Agricultural Pest Destruction Act 1967, Apiaries Act 1969 and Dog Control and 

Hydatids Act 1982 (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993). The BS Bill was intended to integrate 

these seven acts. These previous biosecurity legislations covered quarantine and border 

inspection issues, among other things (although the Hydatids Act was not about these 

things).  

The 1960s and 1970s 

It was acknowledged before the BS Bill was introduced that pests caused a lot of problems in 

New Zealand (Keyes & Walrond, 2009; Nightingale, 1992). The previous biosecurity 

                                                           
12

 The bold sentences describe the main events in the legislative process of the BSA. 

8 December 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Biosecurity Bill (and its 
explanatory note) introduced 
Minister: “should be passed by 
May 1993”(Biosecurity Bill: 
Introduction, p. 13091, para. 5) 
First Reading  
 
Call for submissions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The public and groups made 
submissions 

 Only 3 private submissions: 
concern about disease and; 
support for the commercial 
use of feral rabbits 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Newspaper article about the 
BS Bill was published 
“Rabbit legislation met with 
mixed reactions” (Galer, 
1993) 

 

1993 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 February 
9 June 
 
10 August  
 
12 August 
17 August 
 
 
19 August 
 
 
 
 
 
26 August  
1 October 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Deadline for submissions 
Departmental Report published 
by MAF 
Report of Primary Production 
Committee 
Second Reading 
Committee of the Whole House 
Third Reading 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Royal Assent 
Commencement of the Act 
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measures were largely focused on economics to protect agricultural, horticultural and 

forestry industries from pests and diseases, rather than focusing on environmental 

protection. For instance, the Agricultural Pests Destruction Act 1967 was established in order 

to control the number of pests, such as rabbits, which caused damage on agricultural lands. 

Quarantine and animal health services also developed in this period (Nightingale, 1992). The 

Animals Act 1967 and the Plants Act 1970 were implemented for the purpose of protecting 

border security, providing a prohibited list for importation (Clinehens, 2004). Parkes (2006) 

explains that when bovine tuberculosis (Tb), which is spread by possums, became endemic 

in the 1960s, the need to control agricultural pests became more important.  

The 1980s 

“The term ‘biosecurity’ was not used anywhere until the late 1980s. It was first formally 

adopted in New Zealand with the development of the Biosecurity Act 1993…” (Goldson et al., 

2010, p. 241). 

Political awareness towards conservation increased after the Labour Party took power in 

1984 (Wheen, 2002). Wheen (2002) states that the Labour Party ‘ostensibly’ offered a 

significant shift in environmental policy, concentrating on conservation. The potential 

purpose of the fourth Labour government was to achieve radical economic reform, shifting 

from capitalist democratic system to the competitive free market system, grounded in their 

classical liberal thought (Aimer, 2010; Nagel, 1998). According to Grundy and Gleeson (1996), 

Labour’s environmental policy was strongly influenced by the World Conservation Strategy 

and the subsequent New Zealand Conservation Strategy. Labour established the Department 

of Conservation (DoC) and the enactment of the Conservation Act in 1987, and realised 

there was a need for the introduction of biosecurity legislation.  

In 1989, the Labour government made a statement suggesting that current legislation should 

be integrated and replaced by four Acts (the BS Bill being one of them13; Biosecurity Bill: 

Report of Primary Production Committee, 1993), but that did not happen. The Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries, John Falloon, argued that the delay was caused by a huge amount 

of consultation with people who were likely to be influenced by the provisions (Biosecurity 

Bill: Introduction, 1993, p. 13091, para. 4).  However, one of the MPs from the Labour Party, 

                                                           
13

 The other three proposed bills were related to primary products, agricultural compounds and animal welfare. 
(Biosecurity Bill: Report of Primary Production Committee, 1993) 
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Jack Elder, who was a spokesman for the agricultural sector, argued that Labour had been 

trying to facilitate the progress of the bill since the 1980s. He strongly criticised the fact that 

Cabinet did not coordinate the bill because of the lack of attention (Biosecurity Bill: Report 

of Primary Production Committee, 1993, p. 17294, para. 9). Elder stated that it was hard to 

believe that the Minister of Labour, who represented an electorate with strong relations 

with a dairy farmers’ group which had an interest in pest problems, was reluctant to see the 

bill through (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993, p. 13092, para. 7). Thus, it is clear that there 

was a political movement by the Labour party to introduce the BS Bill in the 1980s.  

The 1990s  

When the National Party was re-elected in 1990, they re-examined the necessity of the BS 

Bill and in 1991 the Minister of Agriculture announced that it was important to introduce the 

bill in order to protect primary industries and native ecosystems in New Zealand. In 

November 1991 the Minister stated that the sill should become law by June 1992 

(Biosecurity Bill: Report of Primary Production Committee, 1993). However, at that point, 

there was little attention to it, even after all the Cabinet agreed that the bill was urgent. 

Finally, in June 1992, the Minister made a statement that the BS Bill should be introduced to 

Parliament before the end of the year (Biosecurity Bill: Report of Primary Production 

Committee, 1993).   

From introduction to enactment 

On 8 December 1992, the Minister of Agriculture introduced the BS Bill for the purpose of 

“the exclusion, eradication, or effective management of pests and unwanted organisms of all 

kinds” (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993, p. 13090, para. 1). The primary purpose of the bill 

was to protect agricultural economics. 

“The importance of primary production to New Zealand is self-evident. 
It contributes some 65 per cent of our export income, in the order of 
$11 billion, and is likely to continue to be in that position for the 
foreseeable future. The Bill will provide the necessary powers to 
enable incisive action to be taken to protect that economic base, 
while at the same time being sufficiently responsive and flexible to 
respond to changed circumstances” (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 
1993, p. 13091, para. 3). 
 

Jack Elder stated that the importance of this bill was also to adjust to the world trade trend. 

He argued that animal welfare issues should be discussed, because there were campaigns in 
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Europe and in other markets claiming that New Zealand farmers treated farm animals badly, 

ignoring animal welfare. There was concern that this could prevent fair competition from 

New Zealand’s agricultural procedures (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993, p. 13092, para. 1). 

As these discussions show, the primary issues discussed in the BS Bill were agricultural.  

When the Bill was introduced on 8 December 1992, it was welcomed by all parties 

(Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993). At this time, the BS Bill was expected to be passed by 

the end of May 1993, in order to enable regional councils and the Animal Health Board to 

make use of the provisions in the 1993-1994 financial years (Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 

1993). The Minister of Agriculture (John Falloon) stated that “it is critical that that happens 

because of the announced strategy of the Animal Health Board, backed by the Government, 

for a 5-year plan to reduce the numbers of tuberculosis reactors and the threat to our trade 

internationally because of the endemic nature of tuberculosis in many parts of New Zealand” 

(Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1993, p. 13091, paras. 5-6). If the bill had been passed by the 

end of May 1993, it would have been an unusually quick legislative process, because 

normally it takes over six months (as explained in Chapter 3). However, enactment of the bill 

took longer than expected. Eighty-two submissions were received by the Primary Production 

Committee by February 1993. The Committee reported on 10 August 1993. Through the 

second debate on 12 August 1993, the consideration of the whole committee and the third 

debate on 17 August 1993, the BS Bill became an Act on 26 August 1993 with Royal Assent. It 

was finally implemented on 1 October 1993.  

Considering the public mood through the 1980s and 1990s, even though there was a general 

mood for promoting the BS bill amongst both Labour and National administrations, little 

enthusiasm by the public was found from the debates in the Hansard. This could have teased 

out from media archives or any kinds of records, but because limited data were available, 

the connection between policy makers and the public was not found from the history 

described in the Hansard. The next section explains how salient the introduction of the BS 

Bill was to the public.  

5.4 Results of public submissions: Issue salience to the public 

The first draft of the BS Bill was published in December 1992. The Primary Production 

Committee was appointed as the select committee to consider the bill and sought 

submissions from the public. The introduction of the bill caught the attention mainly of local 
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governments, farmers and the agricultural sector. It did not appear to attract much attention 

from members of the public who were concerned about the impacts of pests, as shown by 

the lack of submissions on this matter.  

According to the Summary of Public Submissions on Biosecurity Bill (1993), 62 submissions 

were made by the deadline on 5 February 1993 and ten submissions were received after this 

date14. All submissions were summarised by the Primary Production Select Committee. Table 

5.2 shows the types of submitters and percentages of total submissions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.2 Submissions ("Summary of Public Submissions on Biosecurity Bill," 1993, p.8)  

As Table 5.2 shows, most submissions were made by government departments and 

professional experts. Only 6 submissions (8% of total submissions) were made by private 

individuals, and when including special interest groups’ submissions as public opinion, 13 

submissions were made from the public. I examined those 13 submissions and considered 

whether each of them could be identified as ‘public opinion’ or not.  

5.4.1 Private individuals 

Table 5.3 shows each private individual submission’s brief description. These submissions 

are categorised into three types using the Jay and Morad (2006) framework15: Biosecurity 

response, conservation response and other response. Table 5.3 includes a brief description 

                                                           
14

 Overall, the number of submissions was 82 in total, but supplementary submissions were combined with the 
originals, so the total submissions were counted as 72. See Appendix to identify all submissions received.  
15

 See page 5.  

Categories of submissions: Number: Percentage of total: 

 Local government/ 
related associations 

 National government 
agencies  

 Business/related 
associations 

 Research/professional 
associations 

 Special interest groups 

 Private individuals 

32 
 

3 
 

16 
 

8 
 

7 
 

6 

44% 
 

4% 
 

22% 
 

11% 
 

10% 
 

8% 

Total 72 100% 
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of each submission’s main arguments. These submissions were categorised as ‘private 

opinion’ or not.  

 

Table 5.3 Submissions by private individuals (alphabetical) 

Half of the individual submitters were professionals. Lance Vervoort was a professional 

government administrator. He mentioned various clauses and made recommendations from 

a professional point of view. Rod Smart and G.J. Wrightson were Noxious Plant Officers (now 

the New Zealand Biosecurity Institute) arguing about the control of noxious plants. The other 

three submitters, Mrs A. P. Grigg, Bruce Mann and Roy Hodgart did not mention their 

occupation in their submissions, so it is not clear whether they were farmers, merchants, or 

just interested in the bill. They did not mention any specific clauses, but Mrs. Grigg 

suggested a provision which would cover the problem of foot and mouth disease, while the 

other two submitters sought the commercialisation of feral rabbits. There were no 

conservation responses and no environmental concerns were found in private submissions.  

Name of Submitter Type What the submission was 
about 

Can be considered 
as a ‘private 
opinion’ 

Mrs. A. P. Grigg Biosecurity  Wishing that the provisions on 
foot-and-mouth disease be 
enforced 

Yes 

Bruce Mann Other Supporting the 
commercialisation of feral 
rabbit in order to utilise 
unemployed as much as 
possible 

Yes 

G. J. Wrightson  Biosecurity Arguing that some provisions 
are not adequate for effective 
pest control 

No 

Lance Vervoort Other Broadly arguing that some 
provisions need to be 
amended 

No 

 

Rod Smart Biosecurity Suggesting (as a practicing 
Noxious Plant Officer) that the 
role of regional councils in pest 
management strategy needs to 
be reconsidered 

No 

Roy Hodgart Other Stating that commercialisation 
of feral rabbits is more 
effective than introducing 
Myxomatosis 

Yes 
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Although there were only a few individual submissions on the bill, this is still not enough to 

state that the public played a negligible role in the decision making process of the BSA. 

Warren (2001) states that non-governmental organisations provide an alternative way for 

the public to influence the decision making process. Consequently, submissions made by 

public interests groups were also considered as an alternative form of public opinion.   

5.4.2 Public interest groups 

Considering that public interest groups’ submissions could be representative of public 

opinion, each group’s submission was also identified as being public opinion or not. The Jay 

and Morad framework was again applied in order to categorise the type of opinion. Table 

5.4 shows the result of public interest groups’ submissions. Instead of categorising a 

submission as ‘private opinion/non-private opinion’, the adaptability to the framework is 

considered, because the group opinion does not represent private opinion but the opinion of 

some members of the public who have special interests in what the group is doing. Some 

groups’ submissions were not taken into account as a public response. The definition of a 

‘public response’ is determined by the clarity of the public involvement in the submissions 

(i.e. the number of individual members) and clarity of the statement (i.e. detailed comments 

on specific issues and/or clauses).   

 

Name of Submitter Type What the submission was 
about? 

Can be 
taken 
account 
into the 
framework 

Association of Anglican 
Woman (AAW) 

Biosecurity Welcoming the introduction of the 
Bill to ensure management of 
pests  

No 

Environmental and 
Conservation 
Organisation of New 
Zealand (ECO) 

Conservation Arguing that there is a lack of 
consideration of indigenous flora 
and fauna 

Yes 

National Council of 
Woman of New Zealand 
(NCWNZ) 

Biosecurity 
and 
conservation  

Stating the concern about 
integrating the present Acts and 
the effectiveness of the BSA 

Yes 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society of 
New Zealand (Forest 
and Bird) 

Conservation Arguing that there is absence of 
key definitions such as 
‘environment’ and ‘biological 
diversity’. Arguing that there is a 
lack of consideration of indigenous 
flora and fauna  

Yes 
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Table 5.4. Submissions by public interest groups (Alphabetical) 
 

As Table 5.4 shows, public interest groups’ submissions were made by seven groups. 

AAW is a nationwide women’s society of 9,500 members (AAW, 1993, at [1]) which aims to 

unite in prayer and participate in the mission of the Church to promote, safeguard and 

nurture Christian family life (Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, n.d.). 

The submission showed gratitude for the introduction of the bill, as AAW were concerned 

about previous legislation which regarded some harmful pests as “harmless” (AAW, 1993, at 

[3]). Although it was clear that this group involved a number of the general public, this 

submission was not taken into account as a ‘public response’, because of lack of clarity. The 

submission was too short (less than one page) and there was no comment on specific 

clauses, which is not sufficient for the analysis of whether any public opinion was involved.  

ECO is a national union with 97 environmental and conservation group members and more 

than 500 individual members in New Zealand, established in 1973 (ECO, 1993, at[1]; ECO, 

n.d.). They praised the introduction of the bill because the previous pest control legislations 

were deficient in recognising the negative impact of introduced pests on New Zealand native 

flora and fauna (ECO, 1993, at [1]). ECO emphasised the importance of public notification 

and claimed that not just the Minister of Agriculture but also the Minister of Conservation 

should play a role in developing any national pest management strategy in order to cover 

the environmental issues in the strategy. This submission was considered to be a ‘public 

response’, because it mentioned those involved in the group and provided precise 

comments on some clauses. 

Forest and Bird also covered the conservation issues in the bill. Forest and Bird had 56,000 

members and 57 branches as of February 1993 (Forest and Bird, 1993, at [1]). The society 

has advocated for the conservation and protection of natural resources in New Zealand since 

Royal New Zealand 
Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals  
(RSPCA) 

Other  Stating that the society strongly 
disagrees with biological control 
and advocates humane killing 
methods for pests 

Yes 

Toxin Awareness Group Biosecurity  Proposing appropriate regulations 
about the use of chemicals on pest 
management 

No 

Water Acquisition 
Threatens Ecological 
Resources (W.A.T.E.R. 
Action Group) 

Conservation Arguing that the BS Bill 
inadequately mentions foreign 
ballast water which caused 
damage on marine ecosystem 

No 
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1923. Like ECO, the Forest and Bird submission showed concern about the negative impacts 

of exotic pests on native flora and fauna. The Society appreciated the improvement over 

past legislation, as ECO did. However, they also argued that there were some deficiencies in 

the bill, such as “the absence of key definitions, the unclear purpose statement, the weak 

provisions for public notification and participation in the development of national and 

regional pest management plans, and the few changes to prohibit animals and plants” 

(Forest and Bird, 1993, at [2]). As ECO argued, Forest and Bird wanted more environmental-

focused provisions. The Forest and Bird submission was considered to be a ‘public response’ 

for the same reason as ECO.  

In summary, ECO and Forest and Bird exposed concern about impacts on indigenous flora 

and fauna, which are considered a conservation response. Unlike AAW, these groups were 

not satisfied with the first draft of the bill.  

The W.A.T.E.R. Action Group (“WATER”) submission was also a conservation-focused 

submission, but was more narrowly focused compared to those of ECO and Forest and Bird. 

WATER was concerned about the impact of the discharge of ballast water on marine 

ecosystems. The group claimed that the bill must include stringent regulations on ballast 

introduction into New Zealand waters (WATER, 1993, at [1]). Their submission was not 

considered as a ‘public response’ because of the lack of any information about the 

organisation indicating that they involve members of the public. 

NCWNZ is a New Zealand women’s organisation with a membership of more than 150 

societies, including 47 national societies (NCWNZ, 1993, at [1]). The organisation involves a 

number of women from the general public with different backgrounds. They themselves 

received a comment from the Women’s Division of Federated Farmers. The council’s 

submission emphasised the significance of indigenous flora and fauna. For example, they 

stated that “while economic well-being is listed as the first matter to be considered, we hope 

other matters – viability of endangered species, soil resources and water quality, human 

health and Maori values – will receive equal consideration” (NCWNZ, 1993, at [2]). Since this 

group involved a number of women from the general public, this submission is considered a 

‘public response’ and it is categorised as a conservation response.  

The RSPCA is a voluntary group which advocates for animal welfare and against cruelty to 

animals. Their submission was made with support of the 54 branches and 367,804 individual 
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supporters (RSPCA, 1993, at [1.1]-[1.3]). Based on their animal cruelty-free policy, the 

submission focused on animal welfare issues. The RSPCA submission was considered a 

‘public response’ because it provided evidence of public involvement and specific comments 

on specific provisions. However, their statements were not categorised as either a 

biosecurity or conservation response, but in the ‘other response’ category.  

The Toxin Awareness Group is a lobby group encouraging a tightening of the controls on 

harmful chemicals and hazardous substances in New Zealand (TAG, 1993, p.1, at [1]). The 

submission proposed appropriate regulations about the use of chemicals through this 

submission. This submission was not taken into account as a ‘public response’ because no 

detailed information was provided about the members.   

5.4.3 Summary of submissions 

In summary, few public responses were found from private individuals’ and public interest 

groups’ submissions. There were only a few private submissions on the BS Bill and no 

conservation response was found amongst them. Public interest groups’ submissions were 

also taken into account as some of them are considered representative of public opinion. 

Submissions made by individuals and public interest groups considered to be public opinion 

were combined and summarised to test and develop the Jay and Morad framework. Figure 

5.2 shows the results of applying the framework. 
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Figure 5.2 Results of public response from public submissions 

As Figure 5.2 shows, unlike the Jay and Morad (2006) framework, there were various types 

of responses from the public. Health responses, animal welfare responses and economic 

responses were unable to be categorised either as conservation or biosecurity responses. 

Although Jay and Morad (2006) identify biosecurity response as a consequence of 

agricultural damage, the term ‘biosecurity’ has been broadly defined as consequences of 

“risks posed by pests and diseases to the economy, environment and human health” (MPI, 

n.d.). Health response is categorised as a biosecurity response, because it mentions the risk 

of the introduction of diseases while animal welfare and economic (rabbit harvesting) 

concerns are more related to the management of pests which have already been established 

in New Zealand. RSPCA explains that “the principal position of the RSPCA, is to ensure as far 

as possible, the welfare of animals which may be affected by the administration or execution 

of the Biosecurity Bill” (RSPCA, 1993, p.3, at [2.3]). Two individual submissions about rabbit 

commercialisation were categorised as economic response, because their principal purpose 

was developing job opportunity, not reducing the risk of pests.  

As a consequence, little consistency was found between private and groups’ submissions. 

Three groups (Forest and Bird, ECO and NCWNZ) responded from a conservationist point of 

view, but no individual submission mentioned conservation issues of the bill. These three 

groups also mentioned the provisions of importation of risk goods in the bill which could be 

considered as a biosecurity response. ECO and Forest and Bird stated that the risk should not 

just be “managed” but “avoided” (ECO, 1993, p. 4, at [1]; Forest and Bird, 1993, p.4, at [2]). 

NCWNZ emphasised the importance of changing a provision of the quarantine system to 

make sure there is no risk (NCWNZ, 1993, p.2, at [3]). One individual (Mrs. A. P. Grigg) also 

pointed out the security of quarantine. This is the only consistent point from the submissions 

that sought provision of stronger quarantine standards in order not to import health 

hazardous organisms or viruses into New Zealand. Considering the ‘other’ response 

categories, two individual submitters (Bruce Mann and Roy Hodgart) made submissions 

about the commercialisation of rabbits, while no public interest groups mentioned it. The 

RSPCA was the only submitter to mention the animal welfare issues of the bill.  

There could be some reasons for the inconsistency between individuals’ and groups’ 

submissions. Since this research could not find any evidence of requests by environmental 

groups to amend the BS Bill, the public perception towards the bill might not have been 
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focused on environmental issues. It is also possible that the opinions of private individuals 

interested in the conservation aspects of the bill might have been included in the public 

interest groups’ submissions. For instance, Forest and Bird had 56,000 members interested 

in conservation issues; those individual members with an interest in the BS Bill may have 

considered that it was more worthwhile relying on the Society making a submission, rather 

than making a direct submission to the Select Committee.  

Few biosecurity responses about agricultural issues were found in either individuals’ or 

groups’ submissions, but a number of submitters from primary production sectors, such as 

Federated Farmers, submitted agricultural concern (Summary of Public Submissions on 

Biosecurity Bill, 1993).   

5.5 Parliament response to the submissions 

The Minister of Agriculture, John Falloon, stated: 

 “A lot of people could not give a damn about it, but they probably should because it protects 
the security of our export industries, our good name internationally, and our ability to 
continue to stay in business as a country, whether it be in agriculture or horticulture, whether 
it be in protecting our precious, indigenous flora and fauna, or in protecting our wonderful 
livestock and horticulture industries from unwanted pests and diseases.” (Biosecurity Bill: 
Third Reading, 1993, p. 17508, para. 2) 

The Minister’s comment does not mean that minority opinion was not taken into account at 

all. When all submissions were collected by the end of February 1993, the Primary 

Production Committee examined and summarised them. According to the Summary of 

Public Submissions on Biosecurity Bill (1993), the Committee summarised that most 

submissions supported the general intent of the bill, but many submitters felt that it was 

written from a national perspective and gave little attention to regional and local pest 

management. Since most submissions were made by local governments, many submissions 

were about pest management at the local level.  

Although there were few submissions from members of the public, including public interest 

groups, the summary highlights some minority submissions so it can be considered that 

minor opinion was taken into account as well as major opinion. After the Committee 

presented the summary, they sought advice from MAF officials. The analysis of submissions 

and recommendations of officials were described in Departmental Reports. MAF officials 

published a number of separate reports suggesting a range of options for the development 
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of the BS Bill. The final Departmental Report was published by MAF on 9 June 1993. As well 

as the summary published by the Committee, the Departmental Report shows that minority 

opinions were carefully taken into account, as the Report often pointed out specific opinions 

suggested by individual submitters. The clause-by-clause response in the Departmental 

Report is shown in Appendices A and B. Some amendments to clauses were prompted by 

only one submission. For instance, the RSPCA sought changes to the First Schedule, arguing 

that the animal welfare implications of pest management activities were necessary, which 

was agreed to by the officials. This could be interpreted as officials considering the RSPCA’s 

submission because there was international pressure from Europe and other markets that 

“New Zealand farmers in some way are much worse than farmers in the rest of the world” 

(Biosecurity Bill: Introduction, 1992, p. 13092, para. 1). The suggestion of rabbit 

commercialisation made by two private submitters was adopted and a new clause was 

suggested for that. The rabbit issue was also discussed in the parliamentary debates. In the 

second reading, Minister Falloon stated that “the enactment of the Biosecurity Bill will result 

in the repeal of the prohibition of the commercialisation of wild rabbits” (Biosecurity Bill: 

Second Reading, 1993, p. 17,462, para. 8). However, it cannot be conclusively shown that 

this provision was made because of private opinions, because the officials did not mention 

any particular submitters and there might have been a number of submissions suggesting 

rabbit commercialisation from local governments and business sectors.   

5.6 Chapter summary 

In summary, it was found that the introduction of the BS Bill was not a consequence of 

adverse environmental effects but was mainly motivated by agricultural pest problems. It 

was an integrated legislation of seven different acts which were all related to agricultural 

pest management. 

There were three findings relevant to the aims of this research. First, it was found that public 

opinion was hardly involved in the enactment of the BSA, because only six individual 

submissions were received and half of those were made by professional people. Second, two 

of the individual submitters addressed the commercialisation of wild rabbits. Rabbit issues 

can be both agricultural and environmental problems, but as both submitters mentioned the 

economic benefit of rabbits, it is not categorised as either a biosecurity or a conservation 

response. Third, there was no conservation response from private individuals, while 

environmental interest groups raised environmental issues in their submissions. Although 
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the public were aware of conservation issues in New Zealand through past environmental 

movements such as the ‘Save Manapouri campaign’, no individuals made submissions about 

the environmental issues of the bill.  

The next chapter investigates possible reasons for the late introduction of the BS Bill and for 

the low involvement of the public. Finally, the role of public opinion in the legislative process 

of the BS Bill is evaluated, taking account of the theories and conceptual frameworks 

identified in Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to expand on the key ideas and issues identified in Chapter 5 and to bring 

them together into a coherent conclusion. As the primary objective of this research was to 

evaluate the role of public opinion in the legislative process of the BSA, the role is discussed 

from the perspectives of political science and sociology. This chapter also provides some 

insights into the study of public participation in the BSA.  

The conceptual framework identified in Chapter 2 is applied in this discussion. First of all, 

political ideological tendency in the enactment process of the BSA is discussed from a 

political science point of view. Second, social scope of the issue and issue salience to the 

public are discussed from a sociological point of view.  

This chapter consists of four parts: 1) evaluating the role of public opinion from political 

perspectives; 2) evaluating the role of public opinion from sociological perspectives; 3) 

summarising the evaluation; and 4) reviewing the shift of public involvement in the BSA.  

6.2 The role of public opinion in the BSA from political science perspectives 

The political perspectives of the BSA enactment process are discussed, focusing on three 

questions: 

 Why was the introduction of the BS Bill delayed? 

 Why did Labour not enact the BSA? 

 Why was there little public involvement in the process? 

The first question is discussed focusing on the political situation in the early 1990s, before 

and after the introduction of the bill. In usual cases, a new government comes with a new 

agenda (Mintrom & Norman, 2010). However, in this case, when the National party was 

elected as the government, they adopted the BS Bill which had been part of the previous 

government’s (the Labour party) agenda. A remaining question is why Labour did not enact 

the BSA. Along with the answers to these questions, the answer to the third question is 

discussed.  
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6.2.1   The delay of the introduction of the Bill 

It was Labour which suggested introducing the BS Bill, but they did not make it happen. 

Nevertheless, Jack Elder, a Labour MP, continuously complained about the late introduction 

of the BS Bill in the parliamentary debates. Why did he complain to the Minister?  

Before the BS Bill was introduced, New Zealand had a political system called the “First-Past-

the-Post electoral system” (FPP)(Miller, 2005c). Under FPP, the executive power was 

monopolised by one political party – either National or Labour – from 1935 to September 

1994 (Shaw & Eichbaum, 2008). This system was stabilised within a “majoritarian mode” 

with three factors: a single-dimensional nature of New Zealand social structure; the broad 

ideological agreement between the two major parties, reflecting the majority views of most 

electorates; and the high disproportion in electoral results (Miller, 2005c). Because Labour 

and National had a broad agreement in policy making under FPP, it can be argued that this 

was reason why National adopted Labour’s BS Bill. Although Labour came up with the idea of 

the bill in 1989, they did not have enough time to draft it because they lost the election in 

1990. Labour left it with the National government from 1990 and supported the new 

government to have the BS Bill reported back to the House. The reason that the Labour 

government realised the necessity of the BS Bill before the election was that the chief 

executive of the Animal Health Board, and other industries concerned about pests, brought 

the issue to them and suggested the introduction of the bill (Biosecurity Bill: Report of 

Primary Production Committee, 1993, p. 17294, para. 8). Thus, though the government 

changed in 1990, Labour kept supporting the BS Bill to be passed. However, after the bill was 

suggested by Labour, two years elapsed before it was introduced, so that Labour argued it 

should have been introduced earlier.  

Although the Minister, John Falloon stated that the bill needed a lot of consultation and 

transitional provisions, the lateness was mainly caused by the low legislative priority the bill 

had within the National government. Since the fourth National government focused on free-

market reform policy in the 1990s (Anonymous, 1993), which was promoted by Labour in 

1984, they may not have had enough space to consider processing the BS Bill. Moreover, in 

terms of environmental policy, the National government enacted the Resource Management 

Act 1991 (RMA) which was also brought to the government by Labour in 1984, earlier than 

the BS Bill (Robertson, 1993). The RMA involved a significant number of consultations as it 

replaced more than 20 major statutes and 50 other laws (Your Guide to the Resource 
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Management Act, 2006, p. 5). Thus, even though Labour argued that the introduction of the 

BS Bill was late, it was reasonable for the National government that they did not introduce 

the Bill until 1992.       

6.2.2 The low involvement of the public  

This study has found that the BSA resulted overall in very few public submissions from 

private individuals. From a political perspective, the reason for this low public involvement 

might have been a lack of interest from the public to participate in government debates and 

issues. According to Miller (2005c), between the 1980s and the 1990s the public mistrusted 

the government, because they saw the FFP electoral system as “undemocratic”16. Miller and 

Lane (2010) state that voting systems affect the degree of democracy.  One of the strengths 

of FPP is that the leading party has the ability to introduce its policy coherently, regardless of 

any demands from other minor parties. However, this system made the public feel 

‘uninvolved’ in the policy process.  

From the perspective of political ideological tendency, it was hypothesised that the 

difference of political ideology might affect the degree of the involvement of public opinion. 

The low involvement of the public in the legislative process of the BSA might have been 

caused by differences in political ideological tendencies. Here, two major parties’ (Labour 

and National) political ideological tendencies are identified.  

Labour has been described as an “’ideological coalition’ of ‘liberals and socialists’” (Vowels, 

1987, p. 223, as cited in Aimer, 2010, p. 475), which is now often expressed as ‘social 

democracy’. Labour is the oldest party in New Zealand and has gained support from a wide 

range of people, especially manual workers and those who receive low salaries (Milller, 

2005c). The fourth Labour government (1984–1990) was well-known as a “radical” 

government, attempting to deal with a number of issues such as education, job allocation 

and the environment, while also promoting free market reforms (Aimer, 2010). The fourth 

Labour government offered a significant shift in environmental policy involving a number of 

environmental and conservation groups, and enacted some environmental legislation, such 

as the Environment Act 1986 and the Conservation Act 1987. According to the Parliamentary 

Commissioner for the Environment (PCE, n.d.), the fourth Labour government enabled the 

                                                           
16

 Under FPP, voters have one vote, and the candidate who receives the most votes in each electoral district 
wins the seat (First past the post - the road to MMP, 2012). 
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public to be involved in shaping environmental policy through promoting the public 

consultation process. Thus, if Labour had introduced the BS Bill, it could have been a more 

environmentally-focused bill. However, it could also be argued that the main focus of the 

fourth Labour government was promoting free-market reforms, so the BS Bill would not 

have been an environmental policy, as Wheen (2002) states that Labour ‘ostensibly’ dealt 

with environmental policy.  

On the other hand, National’s ideological tendency is often expressed as ‘conservative’ or 

‘liberal-conservative’ (James, 2010). James states that National’s conservative politics tend 

to respect traditions and customs, and is sceptical of radical changes in policy. The support 

base consists of farmers, white-collar workers, self-employed business people and 

professionals, as well as people from the middle and upper-middle class (James, 2010). It can 

be assumed that the National government developed the BS Bill focusing on agricultural 

aspects more (as opposed to environmental ones) because of its strong relationship with 

farming groups and other professionals engaged in agricultural sectors. Considering that 

most submissions were made by local governments, business workers, professionals and 

farmers, it could be possible that the BS Bill was initially regarded as agricultural policy by 

the public, and might not have encouraged the public to make submissions.  

However, it cannot be declared that the low involvement of public opinion was caused by 

the differences in political ideological tendencies, because some researchers consider that 

this has been unclear since the late 20th century (Moloney, 2010). Moloney argues that New 

Zealand should cultivate a political culture, as other representative democracies do. 

6.3 The role of public opinion from a sociological perspective 

This research now moves on to discuss the sociological aspects of this study. This research 

used the theory of social movements to analyse the BS Bill, but findings showed that there 

were few social movements toward the introduction and the enactment of the BS Bill. No 

conservation movements were found which directly related to the introduction and 

enactment of the BS Bill (Salmon, 1993). Considering that there was little impact of social 

movement on the public, the following questions were raised:  

 Why did so few public submissions result from social movements? 

 Were the public really uninterested in the bill? 
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 What was the role of public interest groups? 

These questions will now be discussed in detail below.   

6.3.1 The relationship between public opinion and social movements 

This research tested the hypothesis suggested by Agnone (2007) that the impact of public 

opinion changes depending on the level of social movements. Agnone found that the more 

movements that are active, the greater the impact of public opinion becomes. In other 

words, the movements with poor or limited activity produce fewer public opinion impacts. 

This hypothesis was justified in this case study, because the finding showed few social 

movements and little public opinion. The public opinion could have been amplified if there 

had been more active movement from outside forces. 

When Jay and Morad’s (2006) framework was used to identify the social contexts in the BS 

Bill, inconsistency was found between the private individuals’ and public interest groups’ 

submissions. Compared with the group submissions, private individuals’ submissions seemed 

less interested in the environmental aspects in the BS Bill. I looked for any conservation 

activity which related to the BS Bill, but nothing was found from either media archives or 

Forest and Bird’s publications. When reviewing media archives, it was found that rabbit 

problems were the major issue in the BS Bill. There were some local campaigns which 

promoted the commercialisation of rabbits in the Otago area, mentioned by Cotton (1994). 

However, little information of those low-key campaigns were found because of the 

limitation in sources, as the BSA was old legislation. Given that one survey showed 

(Sheppard & Urquhart, 1991) the rabbit issue was considered by the public as the most 

serious pest issue in New Zealand in 1991, the term “biosecurity” might have caught public 

attention as a “rabbit control issue”. After the BS Bill was released, many newspapers 

published articles on feral rabbit issues. Table 6.1 shows the result of a search on the term 

“biosecurity” in The Knowledge Basket New Zealand Research Archives.   

Date Source Title (brief description) 

08-10-

1993  

The Press Farmers, hunters warned to heed protocols as 

wild rabbit sales begin (North Canterbury 

Federated Farmers warns land owners over set 

procedures if they want to sell feral rabbits)   
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02-10-

1993  

Otago Daily Times  Wild rabbit meat sales held up by delay in 

regulations (Biosecurity Act passed but no game 

packing houses have yet been granted licences) 

01-10-

1993  

Food Technology in 

New Zealand 

(Biosecurity Bill in effect from October 1 - trade 

in wild rabbits now legal) 

01-10-

1993  

Otago Daily Times  Legal action threatened if pest control work 

disrupted (Otago Regional Council to prosecute 

people trespassing on land & interfering with 

pest control in pursuit of rabbits for meat) 

01-10-

1993  

Otago Daily Times Talks on rabbit ban plan today (Canterbury 

Regional Council proposes ban on taking rabbits 

for commercial use in areas of Sth Canterbury & 

the McKenzie Basin)  

04-09-

1993  

Otago Daily Times  Optimism over sale of wild rabbits (restaurants & 

small meat processors in Central Otago 

optimistic about opportunities commercial 

harvesting of rabbits may create) 

02-09-

1993  

Otago Daily Times 

 

 

Rabbit exploitation effect in Central still unknown 

(impact rabbit commercialisation will have in 

Central Otago : Otago Regional Council) 

19-08-

1993  

New Zealand 

Herald 

Feral rabbits approved for harvest (harvesting of 

wild rabbits approved under Biosecurity Bill) 

 

14-08-

1993  

Otago Daily Times Rabbit-processing plant set to start business in 

Twizel (Land Care Research poised to set up 

$6m rabbit-processing plant when Biosecurities 

Bill is passed - Twizel possible site) 

05-05-

1993  

New Zealand 

Farmer 

Concern centres on wild rabbit harvest 

(Biosecurity Bill may allow commercial 

harvesting of wild rabbits) 

26-04-

1993  

Otago Daily Times Rabbit farming on regional council committee 

agenda (Biosecurities Bill discussed by Otago 

Regional Council 

14-04-

1993  

Otago Daily Times  Commercial harvesting of rabbits opposed 

(Biosecurity Bill allows commercial harvesting of 

rabbits in Central Otago & Mackenzie districts) 
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Table 6.1 Results of the search term "biosecurity", limited to 1993 by The Knowledge Basket New 
Zealand Research Archives. *Ordered by the relevancy between the source and “biosecurity” 

As the table shows, no article was found dealing with environmental issues within the 

biosecurity context. The environmental aspects in the BS Bill were not salient for the public 

but rabbit issues caught some public attention.   

6.3.2 Public interest in the Biosecurity Bill 

Although little public opinion was found, this does not necessarily indicate that the public 

was uninterested in the bill. The public may have been happy with the contents of the Bill, or 

some people who were members of interest groups might have expressed their opinions in 

those groups and then the groups made submissions, representing their opinions.  

Veitch and Clout (2001) discuss biosecurity management in New Zealand from a perspective 

of human dimensions in invasive species theory17. They categorise the types of public 

perception towards pests into six groups: Maori, the rural community, the urban community, 

the ‘green’ community, animal rights lobbyists, and ‘don’t care’ (Veitch & Clout, 2001, p. 65, ). 

The description of each group is shown below. .  

                                                           
17

 Human dimensions in invasive alien species are a sub-discipline of human dimension study, which involve a 
wide range of research fields such as ecology and social science (McNeely, 2001). 

27-03-

1993  

Otago Daily Times  ORC wants delay over rabbit bill (Otago Regional 

Council's submissions on the Biosecurities Bill 

which legalises a wild rabbit industry) 

Type of the public Description of the category 

Maori Maori people, as the first human inhabitants of New Zealand, have a place 
in law and policies relating to invasive species. Although frequently ignored 
by governments in the past, local tribes (iwi) often hold strong views on the 
management of pests and weeds within their area and are now routinely 
consulted over plans to control or eradicate invasive species. Although there 
is no single Maori perspective on invasive species, common concerns of 
several iwi are the use of toxins, effects on harvestable wildlife, potential for 
pollution of water supplies, and the introduction of new species for 
biological control.  

The rural community Farmers have a long history of action taken to control pest animals and 
weeds considered to be detrimental to their rural activities (agriculture, 
horticulture, etc). In the past, most farmers converted natural environments 
such as forest and wetlands into pasture or croplands and took action to 
control any native or introduced species that were considered detrimental 
to production. More recently, sectors of the rural community have come to 
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Table 6.2 Types of the Public (Veitch & Clout, 2001, p. 65, ) 

Veitch and Clout (2001) explain that the public perceives the pest problem as relating to 

damage of property. For example, insects eating crops, rats eating food in storage, and 

possums bringing diseases to cows obviously damage peoples' property. However, these 

pest issues happen more frequently in the rural community than in urban communities. 

Moreover, Veitch and Clout (2001) state that damage to natural ecosystems by pests is often 

invisible to the public, because changes in the environment are slow and it is difficult to 

record the change adequately. Some people are quite sceptical about environmental 

changes. Although there are some obvious changes in the environment, such as damage on 

native trees because possums eat them, many people may not care about pests as their lives 

are not influenced by them. They would not have been motivated to make submissions on 

the BS Bill. From the human dimensions in pest management, public perception of the bill 

was probably quite low.   

  

recognise natural values. 

The urban community The early urban population of New Zealand stemmed from a rural 
background or had a high dependence on the rural economy. Their 
perception of invasive species was therefore largely gained from the rural 
sector. More recently, the urban population's perceptions have come from 
their peers and public media. Many of these urban people are keen 
gardeners, using a wide array of introduced plants in their gardens. 

The ‘green’ community New Zealand has an increasingly strong group of people who are trying to 
maintain an ecologically-friendly and sustainable lifestyle. They wish their 
environment to be free of both invasive species and of some of the methods 
commonly used to control them (e.g. accumulating toxins, genetically 
engineered diseases). 

Animal rights lobbyists New Zealand has a relatively small but growing group of people who are 
especially concerned about the methods used to control animal pests, and 
demand that these control measures are humane. Most concern currently 
focuses on the control of introduced mammals (e.g. feral horses). 

‘Don’t care’ A large section of the community does not care (or know) about invasive 
species and may feel that no aspects of their lives are affected by such 
species.  
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6.3.3 The role of interest groups 

Although this research has focused on whether social movements amplified public opinion, 

no evidence was found about any movements within the biosecurity context. Due to the lack 

of evidence, this research focused on the fundamental role that interest groups played in the 

legislative process of the BSA. 

Considering the political situation and the public’s reluctance to submit an opinion to the 

government, it appears that most people were not interested in the BS Bill. For this reason it 

is important to discuss the role of public interest groups within the BS Bill debate.  

Interest groups are often called ‘pressure groups’ due to the aim of seeking to influence 

government policies through the lobbying process. Given their role as external policy drivers, 

there is a possibility that public opinion was in fact active within the BS Bill but hidden under 

the banner of different interest groups. According to Miller (2012), interest groups have 

three principal functions: 1) advocating a policy by assessing bills, making submissions and 

shaping public opinion; 2) formulating policy by researching; and 3) supporting members 

who are involved in the group. From a sociological point of view, the role of interest groups 

is shaping social characteristics which determine the public’s political preference. However, 

no activities or movements run by public interest groups were found in this research. The 

reason for this might be because this research did not count economic interest groups’ 

opinions. As this study simply focused on members of the public who simply had an interest 

in the BS Bill to make society better, self-interested economic and agricultural groups such as 

Federated Farmers were disregarded. I reviewed the Federated Farmers submissions and 

found that the political responsiveness to the submissions from Federated Farmers was 

quite high. This might be because the primary purpose of the BSA was to protect the 

agricultural economy from pests, and moreover, that Federated Farmers have a strong 

relationship with National (Miller, 2005b). They may have shaped public perception that the 

BS Bill was agricultural policy, making the public uninterested in the bill.   

6.4 The evaluation of the role of public opinion 

In summary, it can be concluded that public opinion played little role in the legislative 

process of the BSA. There are reasons from both political-scientific and sociological 

perspectives. 
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First of all, from the aspect of political science, political situation and political ideological 

tendencies were considered to find reasons for the late introduction of the bill and little 

submissions from the general public. The late introduction of the bill is considered to have 

resulted from issue complexity and low legislative priority. The reason for the few public 

submissions may have related to the political system and the political ideological tendencies. 

When the BS Bill was introduced, there had been a tendency of “undemocracy” because of 

the FPP electoral system. Under FPP, the policy making process was quite smooth because 

the leading party had the power to process the bill. However, it could have led the public to 

be reluctant to make submissions. Discussing from the political ideological tendencies, it 

could be considered that the National government appealed to agricultural sectors and 

business sectors, while Labour would have appealed to other sectors, such as environmental 

groups as well. Because National has a relationship with farmers and business sectors and 

the BS Bill was broadly concerned with agricultural and trading issues, the National 

government might have needed “a great deal of consultation”. That might be the reason 

why the introduction of the BS Bill was delayed and did not receive much attention from the 

general public. However, because backup evidence was not sufficiently found, it cannot be 

concluded that the differences of political ideological tendencies affected the low public 

participation in the BS Bill. This may need to be investigated in the future.  

From a democratic theory, there was no deliberative approach in the legislative process of 

the BSA, although public opinion was sought when the bill was introduced. Comparing with 

the three democratic theories reviewed in Chapter 2, the classical democratic theory, the 

theory of participatory democratic theory and the theory of deliberative democratic theory, 

the democratic level in the decision making process of the BSA can be categorised as 

between classical democracy and participatory democracy. Firstly, as Fung (2007) states, 

classical democratic theory is based on the concept that public opinion is manipulated by 

elites, and that the public just plays a role in the policy process by voting. The finding shows 

that there was little public participation in the BS Bill, but does not mean that the public was 

manipulated by elites and played a role only in voting. Because parliament provided 

opportunity to the public to make submissions, and provided information on the BS Bill, the 

public could have been involved in the process. However, because of the “undemocratic” 

political situation under FPP and because the bill got attention from people who were 

concerned with biosecurity, such as farmers and business people, it is concluded that the 
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public involvement level was overall low. The reason the results could not match the theory 

of deliberative democracy was that no deliberation among the public was found. Huckfeldt 

(2007) states that deliberative democracy involves public conflict and disagreement. The 

research could not find any clear evidence of public conflict, so the legislative process of the 

BSA is not categorised as deliberative democracy.   

Second, from the sociological point of view, the role of social movements, the issue salience 

to the public, and the role of interest groups were discussed. This research could not find 

any evidence of social movements which connected exactly with the BS Bill, which were run 

by public interest groups or any organisation concerned about the problem of pests. This 

result was considered with Agnone’s (2007) hypothesis: if there is a large social movement, 

public opinion is amplified and has a large effect on policy, and if there is no social 

movement, public opinion plays little role because it is not amplified. The finding shows few 

movements and public submissions from private individuals, so this hypothesis was 

supported. However, surely social movements were not the only factor influencing public 

opinion; media and public discourse could also strongly influence public perception towards 

the bill. Since most newspaper articles in the 1990s regarding ‘biosecurity’ were concerned 

with rabbit issues, most people regarded the BS Bill as rabbit control legislation. To clarify 

the causality in the inconsistency between social movement organisations (i.e. public 

interest groups) and public opinion, human dimensions in the biosecurity issue were 

discussed. It was found that because most people lived in urban areas and heard the 

biosecurity issue from friends and family who lived in rural areas, and because of the effect 

of media, most people did not know about the environmental aspects of biosecurity, unless 

they were involved in public interest groups or worked in the rural sector.  

Lastly, the conceptual framework developed in Chapter 2 is applied and illustrated in Figure 

6.1. The figure shows the political and social networks between political, social and pubic 

actors. It shows how the impact of public opinion became small. In terms of political 

ideological tendency, it tended to be more liberal rather than democratic as National 

developed the Bill at the final stage which involved people such as business experts. 

However, as explained the public involvement in the political decision making was not active 

at this time, so it is difficult to evaluate the relationship between public opinion and the 

political ideological tendency. In terms of scope of the issue, this research sought for the 

impact of social movements, but no evidence were found, so the orange zone in the figure is 
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moving to right side which means social movement is small and the issues in the society is 

not so important to the public. In terms of issue salience to the public, it was found that 

most people were not interested in the Bill due to the lack of information. So the green zone 

in the figure is located on the right side which means the issue salience was small. 

 

Figure 6.1 The application of the conceptual framework 
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6.5 The change the BSA over time 

The results showed that the public was not fully involved in the process, or rather that the 

public did not show interest when the BSA was first introduced. Twenty years have passed 

since the BSA was first enacted and amendments have been made 17 times (PCO, n.d.). How 

has public involvement in the BSA changed? This section discusses the progress of the BSA 

after it was enacted in 1993, focusing on the shift in public involvement. Table 6.3 

summarises the changes to the BSA over time, in order to demonstrate political and social 

changes.   

Date Changes in the BSA and political 
situations 

Changes in society  

1993  28 September  Biosecurity Amendment Act 1993 
(No.29) (PCO, n.d.) 

People who supported 
minor parties supported 
MMP (Miller and Lane, 
2010) 
  

6 November Voting method referendum was taken 
and MMP won (Miller and Lane, 2010) 

1994 1 July  
 
 
 

Biosecurity Amendment Act 1994 (No. 
24) (PCO, n.d.) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 November Hazardous Substances and New 
Organisms Bill introduced (Hazardous 
Substances and New Organisms Bill: 
First reading, 1994). 

1996   MMP voting system applied (Miller and 
Lane, 2010). 

More than half of the 
electorate were happy 
about MMP (Miller and 
Lane, 2010). 

4 June  The Biosecurity Amendment Act 1996 
(No. 23) 
(PCO, n.d.) 

Public ecological concerns 
has brought some local 
actions since the late 1990s 
(Peters, 2001). 
 
 
 

 

10 June The HSNO Bill 1996 passed (Crawford, 
2004). 

26 July  Biosecurity Amendment Act (No.2) 1996 
(No. 78) (PCO, n.d.) 

1997  
 
 
 
July 

 
 
 
 
Ministry of Health decided to ban the 
importation of RHD virus into New 
Zealand (Henning, Heuer, & Davies, 
2005). 

Concerns of illegally 
imported RHD virus among 
environmentalists (Cookes & 
Fenner, 2001). 
 
 
 

 
26 November 
 

Biosecurity Amendment Act 1997 (No. 
89)(PCO, n,d,) 

Farmers wanted to legalise 
the use of RHD and other 
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  disease to control the 
number of rabbits (Henning 
et al., 2005). 

 

The Biosecurity Council was established. 
Any amendments to the BSA are 
reviewed by the Biosecurity Council 
(Garthwaite & Crawford, 2004). 

1998 27 March  Biosecurity (Rabbit Calicivirus) 
Amendment Act 1998 (No. 12) (PCO, 
n.d.) 

1999 
 
 

7 May Biosecurity Amendment Act 1999 (No. 
29) (PCO, n.d.) 

 

July  The Biosecurity Authority was 
established within MAF (Garthwaite 
&Crawford, 2004). 

 

10 December The fourth National government ended 
and the fifth Labour government 
started (Skilling, 2010).  

 

2001 September The Biosecurity Strategy Development 
Team sought public opinion (Crawley, 
Holden, Nalder & Burnett, 2001). 

A survey shows most people 
recognised the 
environmental impact of 
introduced pests (Fraser, 
2001). 

2003 

 
7 July Biosecurity Amendment Act 2003 (No. 

38) (PCO, n.d.) 
 
 
 
Public encouraged to 
participate in national 
biosecurity programmes and 
frameworks (Garthwaite & 
Crawford, 2004). 

August The government published a national 
Biosecurity Strategy (Garthwaite & 
Crawford). 

17 October Biosecurity Amendment Act (No.2) 2003 
(No. 57) (PCO, n.d.) 

2004 
 

21 December  Biosecurity Amendment Act 2004 (No. 
106) (PCO, n.d.) 

 The Biosecurity Authority became 
Biosecurity New Zealand (Keyes & 
Walrond, 2009). 

2005 
 

14 December Biosecurity Amendment Act 2005 (No. 
91) (PCO, n.d.)  

14 December 
19 September 

Biosecurity (Status of Specified Ports) 
Amendment Act 2005 (No. 124) (PCO, 
n.d.)  

Biosecurity Amendment Act 2007 (No. 
41) (PCO, n.d.) 

2006   A survey shows that public 
opinion of pests varies from 
ethical concerns to health 
risks (Fraser, 2006). 

2007 
 

 The Biosecurity New Zealand became 
MAF BNZ (Keyes & Walrond, 2009). 

 

2008 

 

26 March Biosecurity Amendment Act 2008 (No.6) 
(PCO, n.d.) 

 

8 April  Biosecurity Amendment Act (No.2 ) 
2008 (No. 21) (PCO, n,d,) 

 

2009 7 December Biosecurity Amendment Act 2009 (No. 
66) (PCO, n.d.) 
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2012 
 

5 April  Biosecurity Amendment Act 2012 (No. 
26) (PCO, n.d.) 

The public in New Zealand 
are highly motivated to be 
involved in biosecurity 
measures (Bewsell, Bigsby, 
& Cullen, 2012). 

April MAF changed to MPI 

 Minister for Primary Industries 
“improving biosecurity is the top 
priority” (Ministry ‘underprepared’ for 
biosecurity incursions, 2013).  

Table 6.3 The changes in the BSA over time 

6.5.1 Political change 

Jay, Morad and Bell (2003) state that the emphasis of environmental aspects on the 

biosecurity issue has been changing over time, as the impacts on native ecosystems have 

been more recognised by the public, and that the biosecurity framework had to be 

developed focusing on the significance of conservation. 

First of all, from a global political scene, the political and public awareness of environmental 

aspects in biosecurity might have been expanded because of international agreements. The 

New Zealand government signed the Rio Declaration at the United Nations Conference in 

1992, which identified 27 guiding principles for sustainable development (United Nations, 

1992). Principle 15 mentions a precautionary approach which might be relevant to 

biosecurity: 

Principle 15 
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be 
widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are 
threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall 
not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent 
environmental degradation. (United Nations, 1992) 

 

Furthermore, the government also signed the Convention on Biological Diversity in 1993 

which aimed to terminate the global loss of biodiversity18. Jackson and Garthwaite (2001) 

explain that these global agreements pushed the New Zealand government to promote 

environmentally-focused policies, and also made the public more aware of pest issues as 

environmental issues. Bührs and Christoff (2006) state that the political ideological tendency 

appears to be one of the important factors forming the national environmental policy 

development.   

                                                           
18

 See Chapter 1. 
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The change of electoral system might also affect the public involvement in environmental 

policy making. The electoral system changed from FPP to the Mixed-Member-Proportional 

(MMP) system in 1996. MMP enabled minor parties to have an influence on the dominant 

parties (Edwards, 2010). Barker and Levine (1999) state that MMP was introduced in order 

to improve the legislative and policy making process in New Zealand. Although MMP takes 

more time on the policy making process because it tends to produce multi-party parliaments, 

it encourages the electorate to support minor parties without worrying that a vote for a 

minor party would be wasted (Barker, 2010). The MMP system might have affected 

democracy in the BSA amendments, as under MMP interest groups, as well as small parties, 

were more likely to have influence on the decision making process (Miller & Lane, 2010). The 

economic and agricultural interest group Federated Farmers seemed to be unsatisfied with 

the shift to MMP, because it could cause policy U-turns which are not beneficial to farmers 

(Jackson, 1996). The BSA enabled them to get a lot of money for tuberculosis (Tb) controls, 

despite the threat of Tb affecting New Zealand’s society as a whole (Jackson, 1996). Despite 

concerns from farmers, the MMP system was chosen and smaller parties increased their 

popularity and ability to influence policy. For instance, the Green Party of Aotearoa New 

Zealand (‘the Greens’), which was a minor party promoting environmental policies, had won 

three seats by 1996, and is now the third largest party in New Zealand Parliament, 

supporting Labour (Barker, 2010; Jackson and Garthwaite, 2001).    

In 1996, another legislation to control the introduction of pests was enacted: the Hazardous 

Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 (HSNO). The concept of HSNO was already 

mentioned when the BS Bill was introduced. The first introduction of the HSNO Bill was 9 

November 1994 (Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Bill: Introduction, 1994). The 

HSNO Bill took one year and seven months to be enacted, much longer than the BSA. 

Because it has 240 clauses and about 200 submissions were received, the select committee 

spent 13 months for their consideration (Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Bill: 

Report of Committee in the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Bill, 1994). Unlike the 

BSA, it was more obvious to the public that this bill was focusing on the environmental 

aspects of unwanted species in New Zealand, as it can be understood from the name. HSNO 

covers the deliberate introduction of new organisms, including genetically modified 

organisms (GMOs), while the BSA covers the exclusion, eradication and effective 

management of pests and unwanted organisms already established in New Zealand 
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(Garthwaite & Crawford, 2004). Along with HSNO, the BSA has become famous as an 

‘environmental’ pest management policy throughout the public and the world.   

In July 1999, the Biosecurity Authority was established within MAF. The aim of the 

Biosecurity Authority was: 

“To protect New Zealand’s unique biodiversity and facilitate exports 
by managing risks to plant and animal health and animal welfare in 
New Zealand” (Garthwaite & Crawford, 2004, p. 371) 

In December 1999, Labour got back into government, in conjunction with a range of 

coalition parties such as Alliance and the Greens (Skilling, 2010). Skilling states that while the 

fourth National government (1990-1999) went forward with neo-liberal reforms, there were 

public concerns by the mid-1990s that the exclusive focus on individuals caused an erosion 

of shared values. Then when Labour took the government back in 1999, it emphasised the 

significance of shared social values constantly. The fifth Labour government improved a lot 

of social policies, and biosecurity policy as well. For example, in 2001 the Biosecurity 

Strategy Development Team published a public consultation paper, “Issues Paper: 

Developing a Biosecurity Strategy for New Zealand”, in order to develop a national 

Biosecurity Strategy (Crawley et al., 2001). The consultation involved not only government 

but also non-government sectors, including individuals who had interests in biosecurity 

issues.  

In August 2003, the government published the national Biosecurity Strategy, which 

suggested programmes to control new threatening terrestrial, freshwater and marine pests, 

focusing on pre-border, border and post border activities (Garthwaite & Crawford, 2004). 

The strategy also included the role of the Crown in pest management under which public 

agencies, industries and private individuals take collective action against pests.  

In 2004, the Biosecurity Authority changed its name to Biosecurity New Zealand, and in 2007 

integrated with MAF Quarantine Services and became MAF Biosecurity New Zealand 

(MAFBNZ)(Keyes & Walrond, 2009). In order to protect border security, organisms which 

were not in New Zealand by July 1998 were not allowed to come into the country without 

permission from the Environmental Risk Management Authority (ERMA)19. Cooperating with 

regional and district councils, the business sector and community groups, the risk of exotic 

                                                           
19

   The ERMA is now reformed as the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). 
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species is managed. Residents are also encouraged to help the inspection of new organisms 

in New Zealand. ERMA encourages public participation in pest management under HSNO 

and BSA, in order to raise public awareness of the risks of introduced pests. MAFBNZ 

provided a structure for leadership, integration and coordination of biosecurity measures 

and response, and also actively encouraged the public to participate in consultation when 

making or changing the Biosecurity Strategy.  

In 2012, MAF was changed to Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI). BNZ is also now 

contained within the MPI. The current Minister for Primary Industries told Radio New 

Zealand that improving biosecurity is his top priority, as a large budget has been used for 

planning for foot and mouth disease (Ministry 'under-prepared' for biosecurity incursions, 

2013).   

6.5.2 Social change 

The public perception towards biosecurity has changed over time. Peters (2001) states that 

in the late 1990s ecological globalisation broadly caught public attention and has brought 

local popular protest actions. For instance, the importation of fruit fly, the Asian tussock-

moth, rabbit calicivirus disease (RCD), and exotic mosquitoes raised major public concerns in 

the late 1990s (Peters, 2001). Public concern about biological control of pests has also 

increased. Some researchers found that in 1997, the epidemiology of illegally-released rabbit 

haemorrhagic disease (RHD) became a major concern to ecologists and those who were 

interested in the negative impacts on native flora and fauna (Cooke & Fenner, 2002; Parkes, 

Norbury, Heyward, & Sullivan, 2002), and the Ministry of Health decided to ban the 

importation of the virus into New Zealand in July 1997 (Henning, Heuer, & Davies, 2005). 

However, the release of the RHDV subsequently became legalised in New Zealand because 

of farmers’ movements (Henning et al., 2005). 

People have increased their understanding of the environmental impact of pests as well as 

the agricultural impacts. According to a survey by Landcare Research's Wayne Fraser 

(2001)20, it was found that most respondents recognised the environmental impact of 

introduced pests and that 82% of them considered that the management and control of 

pests was insufficient. Possums and rabbits were still ranked as “key pest species” in New 

                                                           
20

 The target population for the survey was adult (over 20 years old) residents of New Zealand. Of the 838 
respondents, 74 % were in urban areas and 26% were in rural areas.  
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Zealand, the same result as the survey in 1991 (Sheppard & Urquhart, 1991), and the 

majority of respondents wanted them to be “exterminated”. The survey showed that a 

number of people in New Zealand had a utilitarian view, rather than a protectionist attitude 

to pests, as 95% of respondents preferred the commercial use of pests for the control 

method, rather than the “kill-to-waste” option. Another review by DoC (Fraser, 2006) also 

found that the public perception of pests and pest control had increased. The factors that 

influence public opinion varied from ethical concerns (e.g. preference of humane methods) 

to perceptions of risk and benefits. More recent research shows that the public in New 

Zealand are highly motivated to be involved in biosecurity measures (Bewsell, Bigsby, & 

Cullen, 2012). 

Public consultation on biosecurity measures has been encouraged by BNZ. For instance, BNZ 

has published six-weekly magazines which are available to the public online 21 . The 

magazines provide information about biosecurity issues from the Department of 

Conservation, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Fisheries and regional councils (Biosecurity 

Magazine, 2011, November 25). The magazine includes topics in the protection of New 

Zealand's economic, environmental and social assets from the dangers posed by pests and 

diseases. The public are also able to be involved in regional level biosecurity measures under 

the Regional Pest Management Strategies in the BSA. When they want to make submissions 

on amendments to the BSA, the information is available on the parliament website, and the 

public are able to get the draft of the bill online.  

The development of media has also contributed to raising awareness of pest problems, not 

just within New Zealand but also on a global scale. The documentary television programme 

about New Zealand quarantine security called “Border Security” has proven to be a popular 

show both within and outside of New Zealand. New Zealand and Australia are now globally 

recognised as “the countries which have the most strict quarantine system in the world” 

(Crump, Murdoch & Barker, 2001, p. 768).  

Therefore, change in society has also raised the level of public interest and participation in 

the biosecurity legislation.   

                                                           
21

 Biosecurity magazine is currently on hold pending development of a publications strategy for the new 
Ministry. 
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6.6 Chapter Summary  

This chapter discussed the role of public opinion in the BSA using the conceptual framework 

identified in the Chapter 2. In conclusion, public opinion within the context of the BSA was 

seen to have had little impact on act due to the exclusive political situation, lack of social 

movements, and few interests in the issue of biosecurity. The conceptual framework has 

three dimensions to identify the role of public opinion: political ideological tendency; social 

scope of issue; and the issue salience to the public.  

In terms of political ideological tendencies, the differences of party ideologies (i.e. right-left 

or conservative-liberal) were reviewed and may have been relevant to the degree of 

involvement of public opinion. However, because of the ambiguity of party ideological 

tendencies between the 1980s and the 1990s, it cannot be determined. The main reason for 

the little impact of public opinion is considered to be the “undemocratic” situation under the 

FPP electoral system. The bill was suggested by the Labour government, but introduced and 

enacted by the National government. The National government prioritised the development 

of the economy and the BS Bill focused on the protection of the agricultural economy, so 

that the majority of people who are not engaged in agriculture did not make submissions.  

In terms of the social scope of the issue, no social movement was found related to the 

promotion of or opposition to the introduction of the bill. Considering Agnone’s (2007) 

hypothesis, it is possible that the small number of public submissions may have resulted 

from the lack of social movements.  

The BS Bill was not salient to the public and most people were not interested in the bill. 

Because most people live in urban areas, the pest issue did not directly influence their lives. 

Moreover, because the media emphasised the rabbit issues in the BS Bill, the public 

perception of the BS Bill was biased. Also, there is a possibility that people who were 

interested in the impact of pests on the environment might have been involved in 

conservation groups or interest groups who represented their concerns and opinion.  

Now, 20 years since the first enactment of the BSA, the opportunities for the public to 

participate in biosecurity policy are increasing. It has developed focusing on environmental 

issues as well as the impacts on agricultural and border security. This could be explained by 

the improved accessibility to biosecurity related information (e.g. the internet) and the 
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increase in public awareness towards the environmental aspects of biosecurity through 

media and increased environmental movements. The methodology of the public 

involvement in the biosecurity framework may be developed more in the future. Possibly, as 

this case has shown, public opinion can play an important role in the amendment process, 

not the agenda setting process. This assumption can be discussed in the future research. ・

This will be mentioned in the next conclusion chapter.   
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Overview 

This chapter provides the conclusion of this research. The primary research intents are re-

addressed; the answers to the research questions are briefly explained; the conclusion about 

the conceptual framework is discussed; the contribution of this research is explained; and 

finally the limitations of this research and future research prospects are addressed.     

7.2 Reappraisal of research objectives and questions 

The intent of this research was to add case study evidence to a debate over the role of public 

opinion in the policy process, by clarifying the link between public opinion and a specific 

policy case (the Biosecurity Act; BSA), because there has been a lack of qualitative research 

illustrating the link. In order to achieve the objective, this research set two research 

questions: (1) How can the role of public opinion be evaluated? and (2) Did public opinion 

play any significant role in the legislative process of the BSA? 

7.3 How can the role of public opinion be evaluated? 

Addressing the first research question, a conceptual framework was developed for 

application to the BSA legislative process. This research took three conceptual 

frameworks/models into account. First, as a basis of the framework, James and Fournelle’s  

(2000) Policy Topography Model (PTM) was adopted. The PTM provides three dimensions in 

a policy space: political ideological tendency; social scope of the issue; and the issue salience 

to the public. In order to expand the political aspects in this framework, the Advocacy 

Coalition Framework (ACF) was considered (Jones & Jenkins-Smith, 2009; McQueen et al., 

2009; Sabatier, 1988). The ACF identifies the internal and external actors and networks in a 

policy change, so it was considered to be useful for the identification of the actors and 

networks in the legislative process of the BSA. Although the ACF is essentially focused on the 

advocacy coalition in a political network, this research did not specifically address the 

advocacy coalition, because it was more important to identify the links between government, 

society and the public in broad terms. In order to identify the social scope of the issue and 

issue salience to the public, Agnone’s (2007) Amplification Model (AM) was adopted. 
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Agnone suggested the model based on a hypothesis that larger social (environmental) 

movements bring bigger impacts of public opinion on the environmental policy making. This 

research also applied this hypothesis. In order to simplify the conceptual framework, this 

research focused on answering the core questions below: 

1) What was the political situation before and during the Biosecurity (BS) Bill process? 

2) What was the social context before and after the BS Bill was introduced? 

3) What was the public response when the BS Bill was introduced? 

7.4 Did public opinion play any significant role in the legislative process of 
the BSA? 

Briefly, the answer was “no”. Public opinion did not play any significant role in the legislative 

process of the BSA. As Burstein (2010) states, although a number of researchers agree that 

public policy should be affected by public opinion in democratic countries, public opinion is 

not necessarily the key determinant of public policy. This research found reasons why public 

opinion played little role in the legislative process of the BSA by examining three dimensions 

suggested in the conceptual framework.   

7.4.1 Political perspectives 

Before the BS Bill was introduced, biosecurity measures were widely focused on agricultural 

industries to protect economics, because New Zealand economics have been heavily 

dependent on primary industries (Jay & Morad, 2006; Keyes, Walrond, 2009). The 

introduction of the BS Bill was suggested by the fourth Labour government in 1989 and 

introduced by the fourth National government in 1992. There were few submissions from 

the general public. The reason could be the “undemocratic” political situation under the 

First-Past-the-Post (FPP) electoral system. In this research political ideological tendency was 

discussed, but the evidence was not enough to prove that political ideological tendency 

affected the low impact of public opinion in this case.     

7.4.2 Social perspectives 

From an investigation of history, it was found that the public had been responding to the 

biosecurity issue for a long time. However, few public submissions were found on the BS Bill. 

By applying Agnone’s (2007) hypothesis, it can be explained that the small number of public 

submissions may have resulted from the lack of social movements.   
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7.4.3 Public response 

Considering the political and social perspectives, it was found that most people may not 

have been interested in the bill. Given that most people live in urban areas and are not 

directly influenced by pest problems, the BS Bill might not have been important to them. 

Moreover, because the media emphasised the rabbit issues in the BS Bill, the public 

perception of the BS Bill was biased. There is also a possibility that people who were 

interested in the environmental impacts of pests might have been involved in conservation 

groups, because these groups did represent their concerns and opinions.   

7.5 Conclusions about the conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework used in this research was both appropriate and inappropriate for 

my research. The PTM was useful for identifying the three dimensions and the causal 

relationships of the legislative process of the BSA. To identify the network between each 

dimension, the ACF played a role. However, as the essential function of the ACF is to analyse 

the advocacy coalition in a policy change, in a sense the adaptation of the ACF might have 

been inappropriate. The AM was used in order to identify the social contexts in the 

legislative process of the BSA. This research originally aimed to identify the relationship 

between social movements and public opinion. However, few social movements were found 

and it was difficult to clarify the causal relationship between them; therefore the AM played 

a minor role in this research. Because some inappropriate functions were found in the 

conceptual framework, some other theoretical concepts (such as human dimension theory) 

were additionally considered for the evaluation of the role of public opinion.  

7.6 Contribution of this research 

There are two key contributions in this research. First, this research showed the importance 

of examining a single case study by undertaking a qualitative approach. As there has been 

little research analysing a single case to find the role of public opinion, this research 

contributed by providing a way to evaluate the role of public opinion in a single case.  

Secondly, this research provides insights into evaluating the role of public opinion in a single 

policy case by adopting a dual-disciplinary approach. Burstein (2006) argues that although 

political scientists take public opinion more seriously than sociologists do, the increase of 

sociological awareness helps deepen understanding of the relationship between public 
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opinion and public policy. Burstein (2010) also argues that measures of public opinion have 

been very poor, regardless of examining the relationship itself between public opinion and 

policy. Although the findings of this research were negative (i.e. public opinion played little 

role in the legislative process of the BSA), it clarifies the reasons for the little interaction 

from both political and sociological perspectives. Therefore, the dual-disciplinary approach 

might be useful to identify the causal relationship between public opinion and policy more 

clearly. 

7.7 Future recommendations 

For better future research into public opinion studies, the conceptual framework needs to 

be improved and developed by other standards. This requires an in-depth study factors to 

identify the role and impact of public opinion. For instance, in terms of examining the 

political ideological tendency, Burstein (2010) states that the most accurate method to 

measure the self-proclaimed political ideology is to interview people about it. As this study 

focused on the BSA, which was enacted 20 years ago, it was unrealistic to ask people; 

however, interview data might be more conceivable for the future study. In terms of 

examining the social scope, public opinion polls might help the understanding of “trends, 

movements and changes” in the public opinion (James and Fournelle, 2000). This research 

could not find opinion poll data because the data was too old, but at present there is plenty 

of poll data searchable online. This would help identify the social scope of the issue. In terms 

of evaluating the issue salience to the public, Burstein (2010) suggests that continuous 

surveys of the public would help understand the change of public opinion over time. The 

interaction between social movements and the public might also need to be surveyed to 

identify the issue salience.   

The conceptual framework will also need to be developed in order to evaluate the current 

role of public opinion in the BSA. This research has mainly focused on investigating the role 

of public opinion in the legislative process of the BSA, from pre-introduction to enactment, 

but this study also needs to be applied in the present practice of the BSA. It is also 

important to focus on not only the agenda setting and introduction 

process, but also implementation and evaluation process, because the degree of public 

opinion involvement can change. Therefore, if I write a thesis in the future on the same topic, 

I would entitle “Evaluating the role of public opinion from enactment and initial  

implementation of environmental legislation over time”. 
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Appendix A 

Submissions and Parliament responsiveness 
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Response 
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Bird 

ECO RSPCA NCWNZ   

1: Preliminary 1                 

  2       x x x x x 

  3       x x     x 

  4       x x     x 

  5         x x     

  6       x     x   

2: Importation of Risk 
Goods 

7       x x     x  

  8               x  

  9               x  

  10       x x   x x  

  11               x  

  12           x x x  

  13         x     x  

  14             x x  

  15               x  

  16         x     x  

  17                 

  18                 

  19       x x     x 

  20       x x     x 

  21                 

  22                 

  23               x 

  24                 

  25                 

  26       x x   x x 

  27               x 

  28               x 

  29               x 

  30                 

3: Surveillance and 
Prevention 

31         (x)     x 

  32               x 

  33             x   

  34               x 

  35               x 

  36               x 
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4: Pest Management 42       x x       

  43         x     x 

National Pest Management 
Strategies 

44       x x     x 

  45       x x x x x 

  46       x x     x 

  47       x x     x 

  48       x x     x 
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  50       x x       

  51         x     x 

  52         x       

  53       x x     x 

  54       x x     x 

  55                 

  56               x 

Regional Pest Management 
Strategies 

57       x x   x x 
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  72               x 

Funding of Strategies 73       x       x 

  74                 
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  76                 

  77               x 

  78                 

  79               x 

  80               x 

  81                 

  82               x 
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  83               x 

5: Stock Identification 84       (x)       x 

  85               x 

  86                 

  87                 

  88                 

  89               x 

  90                 

  91               x 

  92               x 

  93               x 

  94               x 

  95               x 

6: Administrative Provisions; 
Appointments and 
Delegations 

96               x 

  97               x 

  98               x 

  99               x 

  100               x 

Administrative Powers 101               x 

  102               x 

  103       x       x 

  104               x 

  105               x 

  106               x 

  107               x 

  108             x x 

  109               x 

  110               x 

  111                 

  112               x 

  113                 

  114               x 

  115                 

  116               x 

  117                 

  118                 

  119             x   

  120               x 

Place and Area Controls 121                 

  122               x 

  123               x 

  124                 

  125             x   

Recovery of Costs 126             x x 

  127             x x 
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  128             x x 

  129             x   

  130             x   

  131             x   

  132             x   

7: Exigency Actions 133                 

  134       x       x 

  135                 

  136                 

  137                 

  138                 

  139                 

  140               x 

  141                 

  142             x x 

  143                 

8: Enforcement, Offences, 
and Penalties 

144               x 

  145                 

  146                 

  147                 

  148                 

  149                 

  150                 

  151                 

  152         x       

  153       x       x 

  154       x x     x 

9: Miscellaneous Provisions 155                 

  156             x   

  157               x 

  158                 

  159               x 

  160                 

  161                 

10: Savings and Transitional 
Provisions 

162           x     

  163                 

  164                 

  165                 

  166                 

  167                 

  168                 

  169                 

  170                 

  171                 

  172               x 

  173                 
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  174               x 

  175                 

  176                 

Schedules Schedule       x x     x 

x= mention about a clause 
(x)= mention about the whole part 
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Appendix B 

Key findings in public submissions and the parliament response 

The submissions made by private individuals and public interest groups were examined, and 

compared and contrasted with official’s advice to see whether or not their submissions were 

taken into account.  

Key findings in each submission are summarised and described in Appendix B. Some words 

and sentences are highlighted in order to point out common arguments and different values. 

Yellow highlighting shows an opinion which is frequently mentioned by other submitters. 

Pink highlighting shows an opinion which was accepted by the officials. Green highlighting 

shows an opinion which was ignored or declined by the officials.   

It is important to note that the Pest Management Strategy is often represented as ‘PMS’22 in 

this paper.  

B.1 Submissions by Private individuals 

Mrs A. P. Grigg  

This person did not mention any particular clauses, but suggested adding the following 

provision to the BS Bill:   

“In the event that an outbreak of foot and mouth disease (or other serious 
disease) is declared, the North Island and the South Island become distinct 
and separate for purposes of quarantine and be so administered during 

time of that declaration.“ 

 

Bruce Mann  

This individual made submissions to propose the legalisation of the commercial use of feral 

rabbits. He did not mention any specific clauses, but describes the benefits of legalization of 

rabbit commercialisation: 

 The utilisation of the unemployed as much as possible 

 Employment of approximately 100-150 staff per plant 

 Bridging overseas funds into New Zealand 

                                                           
22

   Pest Management Strategy = PMS, National Pest Management Strategy = NPMS, Regional Pest 
Management Strategy = RPMS 
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 The eventual eradication of control of feral rabbits 

 

Roy Hodgart  

This person was concerned about the problem of feral rabbits and agreed to harvest rabbits 

for the purpose of commercial use. 

“…there are a number of entrepreneurs who are interested and have both 
the experience and the finance to do the job properly. Also, I understand 
some years ago local rabbit was very popular and sold everywhere. 
Therefore, why not now when we have this serious rabbit problem 
threatening the country’s economy.” 

B.2 Submissions by public interest groups 

Forest and Bird 

This submission was made focusing on the greater recognition of impacts on New Zealand 

indigenous species and the ability of the Minister of Conservation to develop NPMS.  

They raised the main defects of the bill as follows: 

 The absence of key definitions 

 The unclear purpose statement 

 The weak provisions on public notification and participation in the development of national 

and regional pest management plans 

 The few changes to prohibited animals and plants 

As a recommendation, they suggested the following: 

Clause 2: Interpretation 

Environment/Biological diversity 

There is no definition of “environment” or “biological diversity” in this part of the Bill. We would 

recommend that the definition of environment be the same as in the Resource Management Act and 

the Environmental Act. The definition of “biological diversity” should be the same as that defined in 

the Convention on Biological Diversity23.  

“Costs and Benefits” 

                                                           
23

 “"Biological diversity" means the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, 
terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part: this 
includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems.” (CBD, 1992, p. 3) 
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The Society welcomes the Bill’s definition of “costs and benefits”…But, this definition does not take 

into account that “costs” and “benefits” in clause 47(2) are used separately and in 5.1 of the First 

Schedule the term “benefits and costs” is used. This definition should be modified. 

“Public notice” 

The Bill needs a definition of public notice as in section 2 of Resource Management Act. Add a “public 

notification” to read: 

 “Public notice” means-  

(a) when given by a Minister of the Crown in relation to a NPMS, a notice published 

in one or more daily newspapers circulating in the main metropolitan areas; 

(b) when given by a Regional Council in relation to a RPMS, a notice published in one 

or more daily newspapers circulating in the region of the local authority… 

“Stock” 

This definition is critical to what animals are branded… We recommend an extension to the definition. 

Include: “thar, kangaroo and wallabies”. 

 

Clause 4: Purpose of the Act 

There is no attempt in the Bill to define what is meant by “management”. This purpose should be 

better defined including giving particular regard to the effects on New Zealand’s indigenous flora and 

fauna.  

Clause 7: Purpose of Part II 

New Zealand is trying to avoid risk in many cases rather than just “manage” those risks. Insert after 

“management” the words “or avoidance”. 

Clause 10: Criteria for issue of important health permits 

The criteria in sub-clause (1)(b) is too limited…This should be amended to give effects on indigenous 

flora and fauna a separate consideration. Insert after “fauna” the words “including those”. 

 

 

Clause 19: Duties with territorial limit 

Why are these powers restricted within the territorial sea? Given the ability of weeds and pests to 

move over wide distances, this ability should be extended to the edge of the exclusive economic zone. 

Delete “territorial limits” and replace “exclusive economic zone”.  

Clause 20: Notice of arrival in New Zealand 

As in clause 19, …“territorial limits” should be replaced with “exclusive economic zone”. 

Clause 26: Designation of ports 
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The facilities that should be provided at ports should be included amenities for accepting sewage, 

bilge water and grey water from vessels. This would be consistent with MARPOL24 and be a further 

biosecurity measure.  

Clause 42: Purpose of Part IV 

The purpose of this Part should be better defined to give particular regard to the effects on New 

Zealand’s indigenous flora and fauna. Add after “pests” the words “having particular regard to the 

actual and potential effects of pests on indigenous flora and fauna and the environment.” 

Clause 45: Prerequisites for Proposal 

Again the definition of “costs and benefits” should be modified so that the reference in (1)(a) to “net 

benefit” and “net costs” includes non-monetary “costs” and “benefits”. 

In clause (1)(c)(ii) word “endangered” should be replaced with “threatened”.  

Clause 46: Preparation and Contents of Proposal for National Pest Management Strategy 

Strategies should be able to be developed for more than one pest species to reduce the cost of overall 

PMSs…The matters specified should include the implications for New Zealand’s indigenous flora and 

fauna of any NPMS. 

Add d new sub-clause (1) to read: 
“(k) Implications for New Zealand’s indigenous flora and fauna,” 
  

Clause 47: Funding Information Required in Proposal 

Sub-clause (2)(a) uses the phrase “benefits” and “costs” separately… The phrase should either be 

reworded as or definition of “costs and benefits” amended to allow for the current wording.  

Clause 48: Notification of Proposed NPMS 

There should be a standard form of public notice that applies to Ministers and regionals as in the 

Resource Management Act. 

Clause 50: Public Notification of Inquiry 

As we suggested… there should be a standard definition for “public notice.” 

Clause 53: Matters to be Considered and Board of Inquiry’s Report 

The considerations of the Board of Inquiry should include the purpose of the Act and this part and 

clause 45 modified for regional considerations.  

Clause 57: Proposed RPMS 

                                                           
24

 The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) is the main international 

convention covering prevention of pollution of the marine environment by ships from operational or accidental 
causes. (International Maritime Organization, 2011) 
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As in clause 45 the definition of “costs and benefits” should be modified so that the reference in (1)(a) 

to “net benefit” and “net cost” includes non-monetary “costs” and “benefits”. 

As in clause 45 the reference to “endangered species” should be replaced by “threatened species”. 

Clause 60: Notification of Proposed RPMS 

Take into account our proposal for a definition of public. Delete all words in (1) after “give” and 

replace with “publicly notify it”. 

Clause 69: Operational Plans 

There is no requirement to consult with the public on the details of the operational plans. Councils 

have a requirement to consult in the Local Government Act on their annual plans and this 

requirement should carry through to operational plans. Insert after “implementation of the strategy” 

in (1)(a) the words “using the special consultative procedures set out in section 716A of the Local 

Government Act 1974”.  

The considerations in sub-clause (2) should include the impacts on New Zealand’s indigenous flora 

and fauna. This would acknowledge the need to minimise impacts on threatened species in an 

operational plan. Insert after the word “annually” the words “using the special consultative process 

set out un section 716A of the Local Government Act 1974”. 

Clause 71: Crown Obligation 

The society supports the provisions in clause 71 as we are concerned that the Department of 

Conservation could be unfairly burdened by the costs of weed and pest control. In addition, some 

weeds may not be a threat to indigenous flora in some areas, for example gorse, but may be a 

problem to farming. In these cases, DOC should not be forced to take action.  

Clause 73: Strategy May Impose Levy and 74 Restrictions on Levies 

The provisions in clauses 73 and 74 are appropriate to dealing with private funding for pest 

management strategies, but the Government needs to invest more money into these strategies.  

Part V: Stock Identification 

This part of the Act should help the Department of Conservation to identify the owners of stock, for 

example goats and deer, when they are illegally released into conservation areas. 

Clause 154: Penalties 

The penalties should be strengthened to be equivalent to those in Resource Management Act. They 

also do not allow for fines for continuing offences as in that Act. 

First Schedule 

4. Environmental Effects 

The reference to “ecological problems” should include particular reference to the effects. Insert in 4.1 

(a) after “ecological problems” the words “especially indigenous flora and fauna”. 
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Second Schedule 

6. Protection of sensitive information 

This provision is derived from section 42 of the Resource Management Act but does not contain the 

protection which enables parties to a hearing to appeal to the Planning Tribunal.  

 

Environment and Conservation Organisation of New Zealand (Inc.) (ECO) 

Their concerns were same as Forest and Bird, including: 

 Some key definitions are missing 

 “Cost and benefit” should be defined separately 

 That there is a lack of consideration of indigenous flora and fauna 

 

They discussed the key clause as follows: 

Clause 2: Interpretation 

Environment 

There is no definition of “environment” in this part of the Bill… Insert after “Director General” a 

definition of “Environment”: 

‘”Environment” has the same meaning as in section 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991. 

Biological Diversity 

A definition of “biological diversity” would assist the Bill’s interpretation. We recommend a definition 

of “biological diversity” the same as that defined in the United Nations Convention on Biological 

Diversity. 

“Cost and Benefits”  

This definition should be modified or new definitions of “costs” and “benefits” be added.  

“Public notice” 

As in Resource Management Act, a standard process of public notification should be used in this Bill. 

The Resource Management Act provides different arrangements for national notification by a 

Minister and regional notification by a council – these should be adopted in this Bill.  

 

Clause 4: Purpose of the Act  

The purpose of the Act does not rank by priority “exclusion”, “eradication” and “effective” 

management. ECO considers that further consideration should be given to the purpose statement to 

provide for priorities.  
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There is no reference in the Bill to the Treaty of Waitangi. There should be, but this should perhaps be 

set in the context of rights within the domain of human rights and privileges, rather than conveying 

any sense of absolute rights over nature.  

Clause 7: Purpose of Part II 

This clause should be amended to ensure that management includes “avoidance of risks”. This would 

be consistent with clause 42. Add after the words “effective management” the phrase “or avoidance”. 

Clause 10: Criteria for Issue of Import Health Permit 

The wording of paragraph (1)(b) does not enable consideration of effects on indigenous flora and 

fauna which are not of “cultural and spiritual significance to Maori”. Insert in (1)(b) after “flora and 

fauna” the phrase “including those of”. 

Clause 13: Exception from Requirements for Import Health Permit 

There is a charge for inspection of information. It should be optional as to whether any charge is 

made for the inspection of information. Insert in (3) after “reasonable charge” the phrase “(if any)”. 

Clause 16: Exceptions from Permit to Introduce 

As we stated, ECO is concerned at charges being applied for the inspection of information.  

Clause 19: Duties within Territorial Limit 

The duties imposed by clause 19 should be extended to the rest of the exclusive economic zone. This is 

because pests can travel over wide distances. Replace “territorial limits” with “exclusive economic 

zones”.  

Clause 20: Notice of arrival in New Zealand 

This clause again restricts controls to the territorial sea. In (1)(a) replace “territorial limits” with 

“exclusive economic zone”. 

Clause 26: Designation of Ports 

Early actions should be taken to meet the requirements of the Marine Pollution Convention (MARPOL) 

and its annexes.  

Clause 42: Purpose of Part IV 

This part’s purpose statement is poorly focused, especially given the absence of any definition of what 

is “management”. As in clause 7 ECO recommends recognition of special priority for indigenous flora, 

fauna and ecosystems of New Zealand. Insert after the end of the clause the phrase: 

“having particular regard to the actual and potential effects on indigenous flora, fauna and 

ecosystems.” 

Clause 45: Prerequisites for Proposal of PMS 

As noted… clause 45(1)(a) uses benefits and costs separately. 
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Clause 46: Notification of Proposed NPMS 

Any strategy should outline the effects on indigenous flora, fauna and ecosystems. 

 

Clause 47: Funding Information Required in Proposal 

Costs and benefit should include non-monetary costs and benefits. 

Clause 48: Notification of Proposed NPMS 

This clause should be subject to the definition of public notice we recommended adding to clause 2. 

Replace (1)(b) with the phrase: 

”(b) giving public notice”. 

Clause 50: Public Notification of Inquiry 

Delete all the words in sub-clause (1) after the words “inquiry is given”. 

Clause 53: Matters to be Considered and Board of Inquiry’s Report 

It must be an oversight that the matters to be considered by the Board do not include clause 45 and 

purpose of the Act. 

Clause 57: Proposed RPMS 

Our proposed additional definitions of “benefit” and “cost” will enable explicit consideration of non-

monetary costs and benefits. 

Clause 60: Notification of Proposed RPMS 

Delete all words in sub-clause (1) after the words “shall give” and add “public notice”.  

Clause 69: Operational Plans 

ECO considers that the public should be consulted on the development operational plans. The process 

set out in section 716A of the Local Government Amendment Act 1974 should be used. This process is 

used for the development of council annual plans.  

There should be a requirement for operational plans to be consistent with the PMSs. 

There should be consideration of the impacts of an operational plan on New Zealand’s indigenous 

flora, fauna and ecosystems. 

Funding Strategies 

The absence of adequate funding could be the Achilles heel of this Bill. Extra money is required from 

central government to fund these strategies on Crown land. 

 

Clause 154: Penalties 

The fine [should] be adjusted upwards to match the Resource Management Act. 
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In addition, there are no provisions for fines for a continuing offence, a provision which exists in most 

resource management legislations.  

First Schedule 

4. Environmental effects 

‘Environmental effects’ in 4.1 should include consideration of the impacts on indigenous flora, fauna 

and ecosystems. 

Second Schedule 

6. Protection of Sensitive Information 

There is no right to appeal a decision of a board. We recommend that an appeal be allowed to the 

Planning Tribunal, as in sub-section 42(4) and (5) of the Resource Management Act. 

 

 Royal New Zealand Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Incorporated 

In summary, they argued some points as follows: 

 General purpose of the Bill is acknowledged 

 The long title of the Bill fails to clarify that it is not an enactment intended to cover 

the importation of new organisms 

 The concept that a pest or notifiable organism “may” be released in accordance with 

PMS in the Bill is opposed. It is dangerous to allow a pest or notifiable organism to be 

released because there is a risk of breeding with another pests or notifiable 

organisms which seems to be against the “spirit” of the Bill 

 As the importation of new organisms is not covered by the Bill, the intention should 

be focused on the management of new organisms which has already introduced 

 There are no appeal provisions open to the public 

Based on RSPCA’s policies that the RSPCA is against biological controls, advocates humane 

killing methods, and ensures animal welfare, they made specific claims as follows: 

Clause 2: Interpretation 

“Working day” 

The term “working day”… differs from the similar term used in the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Fisheries Act 1953. For practical purposes, these definitions should be 
the same.  

Clause 4: Overall Purpose of the Bill 
The long title of the Bill fails to make it clear that it is not an enactment intended to 
cover the importation of new organisms… the long title of the Bill should be reworded. 
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Clause 5: Relationship with Other Enactments 

Although the transitional provisions for the saving of certain sections of the Animals 
Act 1967 are clear in clause 162 of the Bill, it is considered that clause 5 of the Bill, 
which relates to the relationship with other enactments, should include reference to the 
Animals Act 1967.  

Clause 40: Concept of Releasing a Pest or Notifiable Organism  

The concept of releasing a pest or notifiable organism in accordance with PMS is… 
considered a dangerous concept to allow a pest or notifiable organisms to be used in 
an effort to fight or destroy another pest or notifiable organism.  

The Bill does not take significant account of the potential danger that exists and it is 
accordingly suggested that clause 40(b) be either reworded, or that some checks and 
balances be inserted to guard against the potential dangers of artificially setting up 
predator prey symbiosis. 

Clause 45: Prerequisites for Proposal  

Sub-section (2) is considered to be an anomaly… As the importation of new organism 
not covered by this Bill, the intention for the inclusion of this sub-clause is not clear.  

Clause 49: Board of Inquiry 

There appears to be no adequate appeal open to a person or organisation. It is 
suggested that the “Board of Inquiry” provisions could easily be extended to cover 
appeals for RPMSs. An adequate “appeal authority” needs to be able to examine 
regionally proposed PMSs and test those proposed strategies against any opposition or 
objections.  

Clause 58: Consultation 

The list of organisation should include the leading animal welfare organisation for the 
region, or the national body of such organisations. 

Clause 60: Notification of proposed RPMS 

It is noted that sub-section (2)(d) of this clause allows minimum time of 20 working 
days for receiving public submissions or proposals. This time is considered insufficient 
to allow for any meaningful study or research to be undertaken by any person or 
organisation wishing to make submissions.  

 

National Council of Woman of New Zealand 

This group agreed to the content of the Bill, but was concerned about the effectiveness of 

the Bill.  

Clause 10: Criteria for Issue of Import Health Permit 

(b) Non-Maori also attach cultural and spiritual significance to indigenous flora and fauna. We 
suggest “or others” to be added after the word “Maori”.  
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Clause 26: Designation of ports 

(2) We ask why it is to be at no expense to the Crown when this is a matter of public good… As we 
noted in the preliminary comment effective legislation requires adequate funding.  

Clause 45: Prerequisites for proposal 

(1)(c) (1) While economic wellbeing is listed as the first matter to be considered…, viability of 
endangered species, soil resources and water quality, human health and Maori-values will receive 
equal consideration. 

 

B.3 Response to submissions on the Biosecurity Bill 
 

When all submissions were collected by the end of February 1993, the Primary Production 

Committee examined them carefully and sought advice from MAF officials. The analysis of 

submissions and recommendations of officials were described in the Departmental Report. 

The final Departmental Report was published by MAF on 9 June 1993.  

The following descriptions show how the officials intended to amend each provision 

regarding the submissions. Pink highlighting indicates that the officials suggested the 

Committee adopt the suggestion from the submissions by interest groups and individuals. 

Green highlighting indicates where the officials suggested the Committee not adopt the 

suggestion from the submissions. Brief comments are also provided by the author (in red).  

MAF officials published a number of separate reports to suggest a range of options for the 

Bill development. The committee considered these reports.   

Part I: Preliminary 

Clause 2: Interpretation 

“Environment” 

The term environment is used repeatedly in the Bill but it is not defined and so there is potential for 

misinterpretation. The definition in the Resource Management Act 1991 could be used to avoid this 

problem.  

The Forest and Bird and ECO suggested that the interpretation of the word “environment” was 

necessary and should be the same as in the RMA.  

Clause 4: Overall Purpose of the Bill 

Clause 4 merely repeats the long title of the Bill and is therefore superfluous. The Committee may 

agree to delete clause 4.  

 
The RSPCA suggested that the long title failed to provide clarification. 
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Part II: Importation of Risk Goods 
 
Part II of the Bill deals with the management of biosecurity and movement of goods into New 

Zealand. Officials suggested that the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the Bill would benefit 

from re-drafting the provisions of clauses 8-16.  

Clause 7: Purpose of Part II of the Act 

Large quantities of goods and baggage which are not a risk (even though, technically, the risk is not 

zero) cross the border every day. In any events, zero risk is impossible to achieve. The Committee is 

invited to agree that it is not necessary to provide for avoidance of risk.  

Although Forest and Bird and ECO suggested that the words “avoidance of risks” needed to be added, 
this was disregarded.  
 

Clause 10: Import Health Permits 

Some submitters felt that Maori values should not be singled out in the clause. Officials were 

following Cabinet policy by including the reference to Maori values. However, the practice has not 

been consistent and officials have no suggestions other than that the phrase does not alter the ability 

to achieve the purpose of this part of the Bill… The Committee has indicated that the words between 

“environment” in line 31 and “of any” in line 35 could be deleted.  

Forest and Bird, ECO and NCWNZ argued that the sub-clause 1(b) should not neglect the effect on 
indigenous flora and fauna which are not of “cultural and spiritual significance to Maori”. The report 
did not mention this point. 
 

Clause 19: Duty to Provide Information 
 
Some submitters believe that this clause should refer to the Exclusive Economic Zone but this would 

be contrary to international convention. 

Although Forest and Bird and ECO stated that clause 19 should be extended to the rest of the 

exclusive economic zone, the officials took that opinion as unacceptable.  

 

Part III: Surveillance and Prevention 

Part III of the Bill deals with surveillance and prevention of pests. This part emphasises 

surveillance rather than prevention because surveillance is a basis for certification of all 

primary products which shows that New Zealand is free from pests.  

Clause 40: Concept of Releasing a Pest or Notifiable Organism 

Some submitters objected to the possibility of spreading pests as a part of PMS. Officials do not 

believe this is a problem because it refers to very specific cases. Therefore, no change in the clause 

seems to be necessary.  
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The RSPCA argued that it is dangerous to allow a pest or notifiable organism to be used to fight 
another pest or notifiable organism. However, this argument was declined because it does not apply 
to every case.  
 

Part IV: Pest Management 
Part IV was the most controversial, as it included provisions about implementation and the 

responsibility of PMS. Officials considered that this part may need a new provision which allows that 

any NPMS/RPMS can be for more than one pest and any RMPS can be for more than one region.  

On the other hand, officials were confident about the approach and suggested that the Committee 

not alter the approach taken in the Bill because it ensures a thorough and transparent examination.  

Clause 45: Prerequisites for the Proposal of NPMS 
 
A number of submitters considered there is an over-emphasis on monetary cost and benefits in the 

Bill. Officials are confident that the Bill as drafted allows both monetary and non-monetary costs and 

benefits to be taken into account. 

For the sake of clarity, the Committee might agree to include appropriate definitions of costs and 

benefits in clause 2.  

The obscurity of the definitions of costs and benefits was argued by Forest and Bird, ECO and the 
RSPCA. It was a concern of the officials as well. 
  

53: Matters to be Considered and Board of Inquiry’s Request 

While the clause states that submissions must be considered, other provisions of Part IV of the Act, 

and whatever other matters the board believes are relevant should be considered. 

The Committee could agree that sub-clause (1) be expanded to state this. 

Forest and Bird and ECO stated that sub-clause (1) should be expanded, in accordance with the 
matters in section 45.  
 

Clause 71: Crown Obligations 

Officials believe that the somewhat ambiguous wording of the clause contributes to the concern. The 

intent is that, once committed, the Crown would not withdraw or alter its funding commitment 

during the life of the strategy i.e. certainty of funding would be assured to the extent agreed at the 

outset.  

The Committee may agree that the clause should be redrafted to better convey the commitment 
aspect of the intent.  
 

While there were a number of disagreements about this clause, only Forest and Bird agreed.  

Part V: Stock Identification 

Amendments or recommendations for the amendment of Part V were not described clause-by-clause 

in this report.  

Part VI: Administrative Provisions 
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This Part described the necessary powers to achieve the purpose of the bill. Power should be 

given to individuals who administer the legislation to: 

 prevent the introduction of pests into New Zealand; 

 monitor for the existence of pests; 

 take action if any pests are found; 

 implement a NPMS; and  

 implement a RPMS 

There were not many objections to this Part. 

Part VII: Exigency Actions 

This Part provided provisions for biosecurity emergencies and precautionary actions. There 

were few comments on this Part.  

Clause 134: Declaration of Biosecurity Emergency 

One submitter felt that the Minister [of Agriculture] should be obliged to consult with the Minister of 

Conservation if the unwanted organism threatens New Zealand’s flora and fauna. However, since 

emergencies could affect the responsibilities of a number of Ministers to a greater or lesser degree, 

sub-clause 134(2) makes adequate provision for obliging consultation.  

Forest and Bird was the group who stated that consultation with the Minister of the Conservation 
was needed, but this opinion was declined.  

Part VIII: Enforcement, Offences and Penalties 

Part VIII dealt with the offence of faults. Some additional clauses were suggested by officials, 

such as provisions for “evidence in proceedings” and “infringement offences”.  

Clause 154: Penalties 

Forest and Bird and ECO stated that the provision of fines should be equivalent to the 
Resource Management Act, but this was not taken into account. 

Part IX: Miscellaneous Provisions 

Part IX provided provisions of the indemnification of inspectors, the Crown and other 
officers, and the regulations of powers. Few comments were described. 

Part X: Savings and Transitional Provisions 

This Part dealt with the transitions of the seven acts integrated into the BSA. Consequently, 
it was too complicated to integrate all provisions from different seven acts, and therefore a 
number of transitional provisions were recommended to delete or to include in Third, Fifth 
and Sixth Schedules of the bill. 

New Provisions 

Officials suggested that some additional provisions were needed.  
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Commercialisation of Rabbits 

The intent was to remove the current prohibition on the commercial use of feral rabbits.  

FIRST ISSUE 
Extension of the prohibition is necessary on the ground that harvesting activities cause rabbits to be 

shy for a period afterwards, thus reducing the effectiveness of control measures… 

The Committee has indicated that it wishes to include a transaction provision (to expire in 12 

months) enabling the councils concerned to declare (by public notice) areas and times within which 

all harvesting activities would be prohibited to allow area-wide controls to be applied. To make the 

provision effective it would also be necessary to make non-compliance an offence under the 

Biosecurity Act.  

SECOND ISSUE 

Among the consequences of enacting the Bill is likely to be a growth in the processing of rabbit (and 

possum) meat for consumption by both humans and pets. To ensure the safety of these commodities 

it is necessary to bring both animals within the ambit of the Meat Act 1981.  

Officials also request the Committee’s agreement to including thar and horses (considered unwanted 

organisms by DOC) within the Meat Act definitions so that their meat can be sold.  

If the Committees agrees, the necessary consequential amendments to the Meat Act (1981, No 56) 

and the Meat Regulations (1969, No 192) could be included in the Fourth Schedule, and would be to 

the effect: 

a) In section 2 of the Meat Act, amend the definitions of “animal”, “game”, “rabbit” and “stock” 

so that rabbits, possums, thar, horses, and any other animal which may be added via Order-in-

Council, may be regulated in both its farmed and feral state. 

b) In regulation 179 of the Meat Regulations, amend the definition of “prohibited flesh” so that 

the Director-General may permit other forms of flesh to be used for pet food where he is 

satisfied that: 

i) the safety of animals eating food can be ensured; 

ii) the safety of people handling the pet food or the pets can be ensured;  

iii) risks to other product and pet food in the processing premises can be managed; and 

iv) the Director-General makes his permission subject to conditions designed to ensure 

that the criteria are met. 

Individual submitters Mr. Mann and Mr. Hodgard simply stated that there is a necessity for the 
provision of the utilisation of feral rabbits in order to reduce the number of rabbits effectively, and to 
increase employment opportunities. Although this report did not mention how to expand the 
employment at this stage, it indicated the transition of the Meat Act and the Meat Regulations into 
the Biosecurity Act.  

Schedules 

First Schedule 

A schedule is a guideline for the preparation of PMSs.  
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Clause 4: Environmental Effects 

NZ Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (NZRSPCA) has drawn attentioan to the 

possible animal welfare implications of pest management activities. Officials agree that this could be 

an issue in some cases.  

Officials do not support RNZSPA‘s contention that there should be a requirement to involve the 

Society in the consultation process, but the Committee might agree to the addition of “animal 

welfare” to the list of environmental considerations. 

The RSPCA did not mention Clause 4 of the First Schedule, but their statement was entirely related to 
the animal welfare issue. Officials considered that it was appropreate to add this consideration into 
this clause.  

Forest and Bird and ECO also mentioned Clause 4 of the Schedule, suggesting that “ecological 
problems” should include the impact on indigenous flora and faun. However, this opinion was not 
mentioned by officials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


